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INiraeDUCTION 
fteaeral Statement 
Tlte peBinsular region of tbei Indian sabcostlneat is 
one of the major Precanl^lan shields of the world* Ezeept t»r 
th« area» occitpied by the Gondwanas« Dee can traps and < the 
Mea&:mtc andv !Fertisry > a«$imoata al &ng the ooaatai regioni tbe 
rest of t ber pwainsalar Indxa oonal:sts^ of vax*toua types of 
gnelsaes, sehists» granites and unfossiliferoits anc ient se4 i -
nents^ These^ rocka represent a big span of time^ raaging from 
3,000 m^y. to 600 fli»y« (Aswa4hanarayaKa; i964, ^ Crai^drd, 
1969) • The Preea«brian areas l ike Canadian!, Baltic and Aastra-
l ian ShieMa. tore been / stadied in detai l in reerat years • 
However ^  th«/ Indian / shield diie to various reasons eoOrM not be 
studied in sttch detail • The Preeambria^ formationa cover large 
areas o^ the Indian/Peninsala and;until recently eorrelaticns 
betneen these formations were made ^ r e l y on l i thologica l simi~ 
lar it iesv Radiometric^ petrochemical and geophyaicM data on the 
Indian shield are scanty* Syatematlc structural analysis of most 
of the areas of the ocmplex schist belta of this shieM have 
not been, carried' out • The Precaabrians; being, the eldast fannia-
tions are expaeted to reveal the ear l iest geological bistoury of 
the earth*sornst . Mach of the orustal portion.of thaPrecmmbrian 
format ions has been eroded awi^ from the, shield areas, but sl^ill 
large belts of metasediments and;metavoloanics are preserved, 
whose. c r i t ica l examination, sliould shed, important l ight on; the 
evolution of the; Earth* s cruat • 
The Dharwars &f Indian.shield are believed to represent 
a major cycle of.sedimentation which;took.plaoe about 2j400»3,000 
mty. ago (Krishnan, i967). These metasediments and/metavolcanlcs, 
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i f c r i t i ca l ly exaained may reveal certain interesting and 
iapertant points wltich »ay be belpfal in the understemding 
of Precafflbrians as a whole. 
With this view in nind the lUianrar region of BQrsore 
was selected by the Geophysical. Research Board for combined 
geological* geocheiaical and geophysical studies under the 
prografflme of the 0pper Mantle Project. The total area occupied 
by the various outcrops of Dharwar rocks of Mysore^'has been 
estimated at 5000 sq^mi. A geographical division of Dhar^ars 
of Mysore state into 5 groups from west to east was^doire by 
Rama Rao (l940b). The central group of these 5 divisions is 
known as the Chitaldrirg schist belt* I t extends in^  an almcst 
N-S direction from Chiknayakanhalli in south to Gadag in the 
north. Due to i ts complex nature, it was decided that the 
central part of the Chitaldrug schist belt be tak«i a s^c r l t i -
cal area for detailed studies* 
Location of the Area; . 
The insert in Plate» i shows the location of the cen-
t ra l part of the Chitaldrug schist belt (Lat ,15* N, 
Long 75*^,15* and 75**,30') I t centers around the town of Chital-
drug, which is the headquarter of the distr ict of the same 
name at a distance of about i2S miles northwest of Bangalore 
by road cmd 195 miles by r a i l . 
Pters icgraphy: 
Physiographjiroally the area f a l l s within,th^ sub-
province, of the somewhat rocky table-land known as Hysore 
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plateaa of an average elevation of 2,500 f t above mean sea 
level• 
The region consists of h i l l ranges and long ridges 
of schistose rocks, traps, and granites (Plate~9)» In the 
south of Chitaldrug town the hillocks form a festoon l ike 
arc or U-shaped structure. There are two ranges of hillocks 
which form two U-shaped structures almost paral le l to each 
other* To the east of the U-shaped structure and the Chital -
drug town there is another chain of hillocks which runs almost 
in N-S direction. Most tff the ridges of these hillocks consist 
of banded chert. 
The highest elevation in the area i s 3,856 f t above 
mean sea level* The ground on either side of the hillock 
slopes into the gently undulating plains from which occasional 
isolated hillocks stand out. 
Statement of the Problem and objectives of the study 
From Foote (1888) to Srinivasan (1969) many geologists 
have worked on di f ferent problems of the Archaean complex of 
^ s o r e , yet very l i t t l e is known about these oldest formations. 
Radhakrishna (I967a-i967b) has described some of the basic 
problems of the Archaean complex of Mysore. Rama Bao (1967a) 
has also mentioned that "there are many problems in the geology 
of Dharwars which are remaining s t i l l unsolved beyond a l l 
controversy for wemt of re l iab le and accurate data^. The nature 
of the basement on which Dharwars were deposited is not known. 
Foote (1888) was of the opinion that the Dharwar sediments were 
deposited on the gneisses. Smeeth (1916) disagreed with this 
view. He considered the bulk of the gneissic complex of the 
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Peninsula as Intrusive into the schist* Information about the 
nature and the genesis of these formations i s scanty. The 
rock types have not been described in the light of modern 
knowledge and techniques. Consequently the inferences derived 
from these earl ier studies, in some cases, were found to be 
unsound* 
The main problem before the author was to visuftlise 
the development of the geosynclinal cycle and the geological 
history of the area. For this purpose petrological, geocheml>-
cal , structural and geophysical data were required* These 
data were collected during the f i e l d and laboratory studies* 
The data have been uti l ised to know the genesis of the rook 
types, the structure of the area, the probable thickness of 
some of the formations, the successic« of the formations, the 
environment of deposition and the overall geological history 
of the area. 
Methods of study 
The area was mapped on 2" = ^ mile scale. The ava i la -
ble structural data were plotted on the map* During the mapping 
samples were collected for petrological and geoohemical studies. 
Gravity sirvey of the area was done by Worden Gravi-
meter*About 600 stations were established by the author while 
about 200 stations established by Dr* N*^* Brahmam were already 
available along two detailed prof i les (Qureshy, et a l , 1967). 
The aeromagnetic map has been taken from the unpublished report 
of N.6«R«I* (1968)* 
In the laboratory the structural data were analysed 
on the basis of the procedure of Sanders (Turner and Weiss, 1963)* 
The f i e l d gravity data were reduced on IBU Computer* Bouguer, 
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Residual and.regloml gravity aaoiialies were coos^iited and 
plotted on maps and contoured* The probable thielmess of the 
different- l i thological units and shapes, of the'anomalotis 
bodies were eonpated by dot chart method (Mi l lett , J r . , 1967). 
About 90 samples colleoted during f i e ld work were 
analysed by the rapid methods of s i l i cate analyses (Shapario 
and,Brannock, 1950~1952). To achieve the duplicabil ity and 
comparability of the analyses double and t r ip le runs were made 
ojfr several di f ferent samples* In one case (Sample-77) of 
volcanic suite six paral le l total analyses were made. The 
probable error in the individual determinatiaiB among the six 
paral lel runs was found to be SiO^ » 0*10%, AlgO^ = 0.10%; 
PegOg s 0.08^; Pe@ « 0.05^; MgO a 0.055^; GaO = 0.12?^; UagO = 
KgO = 0.02^; TiOg = 0,02%; PgOg s 0.05^; and MnO = 0.03%. The 
analysis of Wi in four paral le ls was carried out to establish 
the conqparability. The newly supplied U.S.&.S. Standards were 
also analysed to know the probable error. 
The data so obtained were fed to IBM Computer to get 
the standard deviations and correlation coefficient between 
di f ferent oxides and s i l i c a for di f ferent rock groups. C«I*P.W. 
norms, Niggl i values and oxide ratios for the igneous ro<^s of 
the area were calculated which are rei^resented graphically in 
dif ferent "^gifigures. The petrochemical f i e lds and trends on 
di f ferent ternary diagrams were p^lotted to show the f i e lds and 
trends of the metasedimeats of the,area. The chemical data 
of di f ferent rock units are compared with the standard ch^ i ca l 
data available in the l i terature . Th i^n section study has been 
done and.modal analysis carried out, wherever graiii> size allowed 
i t . 
These studies are presented in two parts. The f i r s t p ^ t 
has been divided into six chapters, which comprise the summary'of 
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the previous work general geological setting, petrography, 
petrochemistry, petrogenesis of the nain rook types, structure, 
geophysical studies, stratigraphy, environment of deposition 
and the geological history of the area* The 2nd part consists 
af f i e ld and microphotographs, tables of the chemical data, 
petrochemical diagrams, geologiced, Bougu^ and residual gravity 
anomaly maps, aeromagnetic contour map and some selected p ro f i l e s . 
P A R T - 1 
T E X T 
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CHAPTER 1 
Sin—ArY of the previous work 
and f^eneral geolojgical settijog 
1.1 - SuBBftary of the previous work: 
V.S* Saabaslva Iyer (l88d) who was ^he f i r s t 
geologist ta aap tb ls area, o lass l f i ed ibe ilbarwars 
of ChitaMrug &ciiist belt ifit4> two series 'A* and 'B* . 
According^ to him the f i r s t series »A' starts with qaartz-
Ites and hasement congloaerates reatlng on gneisses; 
whereas the second aeries 'B ' begins with the canglo-
merate which Include pebbles of quartzlte and breccia of 
haematite quartzlte and rests on the f i r s t series. Each 
has i ts larger and at the same time younger deposits 
composed of argillaceous aiMi ehlorit ic schists overlying 
haematite quartzlte and haomatite rocks« 
Subsequently Sampat Iyengar (1905) mapped the 
area and divided the rocks into ( a ) granite (b ) gneisses 
and ( c ) schists. He c lass i f ied the schists into three 
distinct groups* 
(1) The Javanhalli formation - consisting of 
tarurlte (denoting tough banded augite rocks), quartzlte, 
hornblendlc schists and magnetite quartzlte. 
(2) The Chitaldrug formations - consisting of 
conglomerates, ehlorit ic schists, haematite quartzlte, 
crystall ine limestone and gray trfips. 
(3) The Gradda Rangawanahalll (GR) formation -
consisting of clays, sandstones, Jaspery and brecclated 
haematite quartzites. 
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Sampat Iyengar (1905) was of tbe opinion tbat the 
CrR formation and the conglomerates were sedioentary and 
formed a separate series. Smeeth (1916) however, was not 
comrinced with the f i e l d evidence offered by Sampat lyoagar. 
fite thought that whole of the Dharwar group is of Igneous 
origin. The various conglomerates vrtilch were considered 
by Sampat Iyengar as sedimentary were'considered by Smeeth 
(1916) as autoclastico He divided the Dfaarwars on l i tho lo -
gical basis into two dlviaions - lower-bornblendio euid upper 
chloritic* He thought that the Bharwar schists are the meta-
morphosed products of igneous roc^s* 
The igneous.nature of the Dharwar rocks was. h»ld 
firmly t i l l Pichaflnithu (l935a^» b, c ) , Rama Rae (1940b) and 
Radhakrishna (1940) came out with strong evidence of sedi-
mentation . 
Rama Rao (1940b) found signs of current bedding 
and ripple marks in the quartzites near Talya and current 
bedded pebbles of quartzites in Talya conglomerate^ On the 
basis of this and other geological evidences» he c lass i f ied 
the main rocks of this area into three divisions* 
Pichamuthu (1967c) has proposed a modiiTied three-
fold c lassi f icat ion of Dharwars of &^sore» The val idity of 
the three-fold classi f icatioj i of Dharwars proposed by Rama 
Rao (1940b) and Pichamuthu (1967c) has been questioned by 
Radhakrishna (1967b). 
Narayanaswamy (1964) divided the Precambrian forma-
tions of the peninsular region into dif ferent provinces ^ d 
believed that the Dharwar metasediments originated in a 
eugeosyncline. 
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Begarding structure, Pichanathu (1951) believes tbat 
the Chltaldrag schist belt and the Shlmoga schist belts are 
the two syj3cllnal l ivbs of a huge antiolijiorium which has been 
eroded away* Venbaa (1960) has napped the eastern portion of 
the area and believes that the Belligudda h i l l near Ingaldhal 
is an anticlinal h i l l * Narayana Swany (1959) considers that the 
area was folded and cross folded into tight isoclinal and nornal 
fo lds . 
The petrocheiBical characters of the rock types exposed 
in the area have not been studied in deta i l , except for the 
work by Pichaauthu (1930-1938-1950-1952-1957) on Jogimardi traps. 
Ramachandra Rao and Suryanarayaa Rao (19S8) carried 
out self potential survey over the eastern part of the area 
near Ingaldhal for sulphide mineralisation. Subsequently 
Qureshy et al (1967) carried out the gravity and magnetic survey 
of the area. 
1.2 - General ideological Setting^: 
As mentioned in section 1*1, the various aspects of 
the geology of the Chitaldrug schist belt has been described 
by many workers* The area of the central part of the Chitaldrug 
schist belt included on f l a t e - l , is chief ly underlain by feebly 
metamorphosed mediments, gneisses and granites of Precambrian 
age. In the surveyed area seventeen main rock types could be 
recognised^ The surface exposures consist/ of granitic gneisses, 
quartzitic gneisses, serioite-quartz-feldspar gneiss, actinolite-
chlorite-quartz schist, quartzite, Talya conglomerate, micaceous 
schists, ser ic i t ic phyll ites, magnetite quartzites, Limestone, 
Aimangala conglomerate, gra3rwackes, Kurmardikere conglomerate, 
chloritic schist, basic volcanic suite, ser ic i t ic , and 
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ferruglBOtts phyl l ites, banded pyrltl leroua ohert4s, granodio-
r i t e , graoite aod ^ke^s* Soae of these wetasediiSBtBta aad 
metavolcaitics, were sab;feeted to soda and s i l i ca metasonatlsiB. 
The original sedinraiitary rocks were reconstitated^ Subsequently 
a l l these rocks were p last ica l ly defora^d* This deformation 
destroyed the previou«Lly existing structures and produced 
the present ones. As,a resBlt, it is d i f f i cu l t to establish 
the original stratigrapbic relationship between these rocks. 
These rocks are part of the Dharwars af Ifysore State* 
They have been tightly folded* I t is believed that Chitaldrug 
schist belt is a synclinal limb of a huge anticlinorium, which 
has been eroded away during the geologic past (Pichamuthu 
1951)* The other limb of this antlclinorium is believed to be 
the Shiffioga sciiist be l t , to the west of Chitaldrug schist be l t . 
The peninsular schield of India on the basis of the 
grade of metamorphism, has been subdivided into, 6 r e ^ schists, 
Alamandine-Amphibolite, and Granulite f a d e s ^ (Piefa»mnthu 1947 
and 1967c). These two schists belts f a l l under the Greea Schist 
f a d e s . 
This typical assemblage of greenstones, and'amphibo-
l i t e s , gritty (graywacke) phyllites and schists, banded ferru -
ginous (haematitic as well as pyr i t ic ) cherts and qaartzite, 
chloritic and ser ic i t ic phyllites and schists and slates at 
places, suggest^ dominantly *'eugeosynciiiiai assodati^en 
(Narayanaswami, 1964)* The general sequence of the Dharwars 
of Myaore proposed by Narayanaswami (1964) and revised by 
Pichamuthu (1967c) are given in the following tables. 
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Sitcc&ssion of Dtaarwar Provioce 
(Narayanaeswaisi 1964) 
1. Lithologic > 
stratigraphlc 
assenbl^ge 
Pegmatite and vein quartz 
Granites (Closepet granite) 
Gneissio oonplex 
Shales and ser ic i t ic pfaylXites 
Banded ferragiiHms (Raeaatite cherts) 
Cbloritic ptayllltes and scbists 
Gritty (Graywacke) phyllltes.and schists 
Banded ferraginous (pyr ite ) cherts 
and qaartzlte 
Greenstones and amphibolltes 
Impure Limestones.^ Gritty and conglome-
ratic schist and gneisses and 
locally conglomerates. 
2t General meta-
morphic grade 
Epi-to Meso grade (Green schist to 
amphibolite f a d e s ) 
3. Type of folding 
4« Granitic Intru' 
alons 
Tigh| isoclinal and normal folds, 
folding at places at s l ightly 
dIyergent axis . 
At least one main period; a second 
period doubtful. 
5* Geosynclinal 
association 
Eugeosynclinal 
- 12 -
Modified and generalized suoeession 
of Dharwars (Pichasnttau 1967c) 
Mafic dykes (Pre-Ciiddapah ?) 
Felsic and porphyry dykes 
Closepet granites 
charnockite series 
Peninsular gneiss conplex 
(migmatites and granites) 
Major orogenesis 
Upper JDharwars-
Upper Sedimentary 
cycle 
Cherty, ferruginotts and calcareous sbales, 
quartzites and conglonerates (containing 
pebbles of a lb i t i c rocks) 
Erosion and peneplanation 
Middle Dharwars 
Main sedimentary 
cycle 
Sp i l i t i c basalts and dykes (greenstone schists) 
Pegmatite and quartz veins 
Orogenesis: mignatites and granites 
(including a lb i t ic types) 
Ironstones, Lines tones 
A rg i l l i t e s , quartzites 
Conglomerates containing pebbles of 
pre-dharwar gneiss* 
Slight discordance 
Lower Dharwars Champion gn«is8 ? 
Felsic s i l l s 
Rhyolites, kerotophyres 
and tu f f s 
) and their schistose 
) equivalents 
Basic and Sp i l i t i c lavas (ch lor i t ic and 
hornblendic schist) 
(Base not seen) 
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CHAPTER 2 
Petrograpfay. Petrochemistry and 
Petrogenesis 
2.1 - General statewBt: 
There are seventeen major rock types expo^red in 
the area* Each rock type is described separately* Ahoat 
450 thin sections of these rocks were examined under the 
microscope* Important and i l lastrat ing photo-micrographs 
and f i e ld photographs are produced (Pl 9-60). Ninety 
samples representing a l l the rock types were analysed* 
The ohemical data Is represented in the form of tables 
(Tab* 1-22) and petrochemical diagrams (Pig* 1-23) . The 
Norms, Niggl i values and oxide ratios were calculated, 
where needed. 
2.2 - Gneisses 
A vast area of ifyaore state consists of gneisses 
and most of them have been named as Peninsular gneisses. 
The gneisses of Chitaldrug schist belt also have been 
considered as one group* These gneisses from Chitaldrug 
schist belt show some marked petrological and chemical 
variations. 
Petrography 
The gneisses in the central part of the Chitaldrug 
schist belt are exposed on both sides of the-NNW trending 
schist be l t . (Pl* 9)* The gneisses which are ey^posed near 
Malasinganmhalli v i l lage mainly consists of quartz, 
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plagloclase feldspars^ potaiefb feldspars (botii orthoclase 
and Mlcrooliae), hornblende, green b lot l te mid apatlt^y 
(PI No. 31). fhe gnelssic structure can be seem in h^d 
specimens, bnt under the Kicfroscope i t was not observed. 
Qnartz and otter mineral cons'tituents of the rock show 
signs of crushing« and sheai'iiig^ Sutured boundaries 
between feldspars and quartf were observed* This type 
of gneisses are exposed over fliost of the western side 
) 
of the Chitaldrug schist belt . 
Another type of gneisses are exposed 
North-West of the area ( P l . l ) near Hasanahalli v i l l age 
between the Chitaldrug granite and western limb of the 
cross-folded anticline* These gneisses,are nade op of 
raediua to coarse grained quartz, mnscovite and sericite 
(PI . 32). The typical quartsjitic texture, i . e . inter -
locking sutured boundaries of quartz grains ani their 
elongation, was bbserved (P l . 33). The texture and mine-
rology is of a typical micaceous quartzite, but at cer-
tain places the gneissic structure is so well developed 
that this group is also included in the peninsular 
gneisses. 
The third type of gneisses ^ e exposed in the 
North-East of theChitaldrug near Medakeripura v i l l age 
between Chitaldrug granite i^d the eastern limb of the 
cross-folded anticl ine. This is sericite-quartz-feldspar 
gneiss. I t mainly consists of se r ic i te , quartz^ potash 
feldspars, plagloclase and apatite (P l . 34). Limonite 
cubes are also observed* Quartz and Feldspar grains are 
mostly elongated paral le l to regionfia schistosity (P1.35) 
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However, s<Mne of the grai^&sxbiUlt tbeir r e l i e f angu-
la r i ty . Sericit^ app»ars to be aathigenio^ The potash 
feldspar fragaents shoir a l l gradatioa of serioitisation. 
Relict feldspar grains were f&und in between the i^lcro-
crystalline mass of se r ic i te . 
Petroch&Mlstry 
Seven representative samples of these three 
ninerologicaly di f ferent gneisses from the central part 
of the Chitaldrog schist belt were analysed for their 
najor elements (Tab. l ) . The cheioical data re f lects the 
variation in the n<inerology of these gneiss«s<i I t shows 
that 
• a l l types of gneisses from this area 
are highly acidic 
• a l l other oxides decrease with the 
increase in s i l i ca content 
» alumina content varies from ZkZTfa to 
14.93!^ and averages at 10 
• PegO^ content varies from 0*08% to 
1.22> and averages at 0.53^ 
• FeO content varies from 0*16^ to 1.50% 
and averages of 0*57 
• MgO content varies from 1.30% to 2*57% 
and averages at 1*17% 
• CaO content varies from 0«64 to 4*31% 
cu3d averages at l« i 
• HaoO content varies from 0*59% to 4*50% 
ana averages at 
• KgO content varies from 0.50'/'^  to 5.71% 
and averages at 
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e 
This large scale variation in the Chotistry of 
these gneisses appear to indicate that probably their 
node and time of origin^Ilso di f ferent. The ternaxy 
petrochemical diagrams support this view. In some of the 
Green and Poldervaart (1954) petrochemical f i e lds and 
trend diagrams (Plg# 2) position occupied by the s e r i -
cite-quartz-feldspars gneiss and quartzitic gneiss indi -
cate that they are metasediments^ In Ossann's S*A1., F 
and A l . C« Alk diagrams, (Fig* 6) , the position of the 
ser-qtz-feld-gneiss and quartzitic gneiss was found to 
l i e in sedimentary f i e l d , while the gneisses from Mala-
singanahalli area occupy their position in the igneous 
f i e l d . The NagO-CaO-K^O and MgO-Fe^Og-llOg diagrams 
clearly demonstrate the difference in t^ hibe' their chefpi*-
try (Fig. 9 ) . 
The above study of the gneisses from Chitaldrug 
schist belt indicates that a l l the gneisses which have 
been grouped under Peninsular gneisses Ao not belong to 
one petrographic, genetic or perhaps even one stratigraphic 
group. 
Smeeth (1916) c lass i f ied a l l the gneisses of 
Ifysore State into four separate epochs of granitic 
intrusion. The peninsular gneiss was considered to form 
the second epoch of granitic intrusion into the Dharwar 
schist. B* Rama Rao (1940a) realised that a l l rocks which 
are considered as one group actually do not belong to one* 
He divided the Peninsular gneisses into four groups, i * e . , 
banded gneisses, granitic gneisses, gneissic granites and 
normal granites. He stated that "Among these, the banded 
gneisses, form a composite series consisting of a mixed 
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assemblage of older rooks - igneous and sedinentary > 
replaced and interbedded with layers of aoidicpcf material** 
The present work supports this view* The peninsular 
e 
gneisses do not belong to one gnetic suite* There are 
A 
gneisses which are intermediate to acidic in composition 
and appear to have been derived by the metamorphism of 
igneous rocks as the granitic gneisses of Chitaldrug 
(orthogneisses). There are gneisses which might have been 
derived from the metamorphism of the orthoquartzitic and 
subarkosic sediments (Paragneisses). 
2.3 - The Actinolite-Chlorite^Cuartz Sdhist and Quartzites; . 
The Actinolite-chlorite-quartz schist is exposed 
to the east of Talya* I t rests directly on t^he gneisses* 
Previous workers (Smeeth 1916, Sampat Iyengar 190&, 
Bama Rao ioiib) have named this formation as hornblendic 
schist. 
Petrographji: 
I t consists mainly of f a i r l y large prismatic and 
tabular crystals of actinolite and fine grained quartz. 
In most of the cases, chlorite W s associated with act i -
nol i te . The tabular and prismatic crystals of actinolite 
are arrcaged along the schistosity planes (P I . 36). Fine 
grained quartz fragments were found as inclusions in the 
actinolite* The qxartz grains show interlocking sutured 
boundaries* 
Petrochemistry 
The abundance of the amphiboles and chlorites 
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is reflected in the higher percentage of magnesia, 
ivon and calcium (Tab. I t contains 1.30% Na^O* 
which appears to be present in actinol ite , which is 
not uncommon in regionally metamorphosed actlnolite 
sbhists, Seki (1958) has reported 1.36^ Na^O from the 
actlnolite of the actinol ite-chlorite quartz~albite-
sphene schist (S i ro i s i , Higasi-chichibu-mura Kanto 
mountain iJapan Deer et al 1963). The potash content 
of the schist is only 0.5% which is also indicated by 
the absence of muscovitef biot ite» and ser ic ite in the 
rock. 
Genesis 
Deer et al (1963) have stated that the members of 
tremolite-actinolite-ferroactinolite series are character-
ist ic of the regionally met^orphosed rocks. From the 
mineralogy and texture of this schist, i t appears that the 
original rock type might be an argillaceous sediment in 
which the amount of calcium, magnesium and alumina was 
higher. 
The matvrity index of this argillaceous sediment 
rat io ) is more than 11^O. This high maturity 
index appears to be related with the provenance. The 
high magnesia, iroxand alumina, low s i l i c a and alkalies 
especially K2O indicate that the source rook was probably 
basic in composition. The order of the maturity iddex of 
the schist ( l l « 0 ) is more than the maturity index of 
average sandstone and less than that of average orthoquart-
z l te , (Pettijohn 1957, p. 509). In the presence of higher 
amount of magnesia and iron the original rook should not 
be considered as average sandstone as indicated by maturity 
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index* In mich a case it appears that tbe alkalies and 
alaffllna content represents the coaposltion of the 
source rock* A source rock witli less alkal ies and/silica 
and rich in »]• iron, magnesia euid calciuni may be. of basic 
conposition* Furthernore the quartz is also very f i^e 
grained* Hence i t i s inferred that the actinol ite-chlo-
rite-qaartz schist is a Heta-argillaceons sedinent probably 
derired from a roek of basic coaposltion* 
Interbedded Quartzites 
Actinolite chlorite-quartz schist contains two 
Interbedded bands of quartzite. The quartzite bands show 
faint cross bedding* They consist of coarse grained 
interlocking quartz fragnents having sutured boundaries. 
(PI . 37). The bands are only 20 f t * thick. They indicate 
the Intra-cratonic condition of sedimentation. 
2.4 - Talya Conglomerate and the Micaceous schist; 
The Talya oongl omerat e. is named after the v i l l age 
Talya, east of which the conglomerate i s exposed* I t i s 
a lense shaped body, which persists along the sttike for 
about 15 kms. Only tte northern portion of the Talya 
conglomerate is exposed in this area* 
Petrography 
It mainly consists of pebbles of qnartzltes and 
occasionaly some pebbles of granites are also found* The 
matrix is micaceous. 
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The pebbleB are arranged paral le l to sohlstosity 
(PI . 11 )• ThQT are rounded to stHliroaixded. Thejr have been 
elongated and flattened in the schistosity plane. Sove 
of the pebbles are eurreat bedded (Pl« -10)* Pebblea vary^ 
In size f r o « 2 ' ' - l ' ' - l ' ' to 12''-10»-14" along their a-b-c 
axes. They do not show any surface texture» except that 
sone of the quartzlte pebbles are wall polished* 
The pebbles of Talya conglomerate are quite close 
to each other, almost fozmlng a contact frajnework* But it 
is rexy d i f f i cu l t to say (due to the intense deformation) 
of the pebbles) that this contact framework is a original 
sedimentary texture or itnparted by intense metamorphism. 
It is possible that the pebbles might have been brought 
closety to each other by the compression, stretching and 
flatening during orogenic movements and metamorphism* 
Matrix of the Talva conglomerate and 
the associated Micaceous schist 
Matrix of tbe Talya conglomerate consists of quartz, 
sericite, m^iscovite, b iot l te , microcline and quartzlte 
fragments. Occasionally some plagioolase grains are also 
seen* The schistosityis developed due to paral le l arrangement 
of micaceous minerals (P l . 40)* The quartz grains are 
generally of medium,size and have typical metamorphio 
interlocking sutired boundaries (PI* 38). The modal analysis 
of the matrix (tab* 3) shows that the main constituents of 
the matrix are quartz and micaceous minerals* Quartz grains 
are surrounded by micaceous minerals in sone sections while 
in most of the sections a paral le l arrangement of micaceous 
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• inerals and the interlocking.quartz grains is found. The 
nicroeline grains generally show alteration into ser ic ite . 
In some sections tike aatr ix has becone gr i t ty . The amount 
of quartz grains has increased at the expense of micaceous 
mineral content* 
Petrochemistry 
The chemical analysis of the matrix (tab* 2) ref lects 
the mineral assemblage. The low concentration of.NagO 
indicates the absence of the sodic feldspars* The abundance 
of sericite, muscovite, biotite and chlorite is reflected 
in the higher concentration of iron^magnesia, calcium and 
potash. The associated micaceous schist is similar to the 
matrix of the conglomerate, though its s i l i c a content is 
much higher than the matrix. I f appears to be due to 
increase in the grain size* 
Ganes is 
A comparison of the chemical composition of the matrix 
€ ' 
and micaceous schist with the chemical analys;ts of arkoses 
as quoted by Pettijohn (l957~page 324) shows that the matrix 
and the micaceous schist from this area are deficient in 
s i l ica* Most of the arkoses contain more than 70^ s i l i c a . 
The lower concentration of soda is found in other arkoses 
also* (Pettijohn 1957, jcxlitK p« 324, table 56, no* of samples 
B) . The higher content of potash is present In the rock in 
the form of biotite ser ic ite and microcline etc* These 
micaceous minerals appear to be derived from the potash 
feldspar. I f so, the higher potash content i s an indication 
of the higher feldspar conteiit of the rock prior to meta-
morphism and reorganisation* The re l ict orthoclase o 
and microcline grains support this view* Being the potash 
content higher than the soda, it may not be considered as 
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graywackes (Mlddletone I960). The only rock type, with which, 
this forraatioD resembles is Arkose. 
Though the pebbles of granites were seen by the author 
and they have been reported by other workers also (Radha-
krishna 1940, Pitchamuthu i947, Srinivas et al 1968), they 
are not in abundance* Most of the pebbles are quartzitic. 
Bands of granitic intrusion were noticed by Radhakrishna (1940) 
near the occurrence of granitic pebbles* Oaring the course of 
conpressional movementa these granitic bands might have 
provided the granitic fsagments due to crushing* The presence 
of granitic pebbles makes the conglomerate polymictic* The 
contact framework in the light of association with the mica-
ceous schist, and the well polished surfaces of the pebbles 
appears to be re l ict sedimentary structure. The contact 
framework, the polymictic nature, the matrix of the conglo-, 
merate, association with micaceous schist, g r i t , current 
bedded quartzite, magnetite quartzite, limestone, and the 
well-polished surfaces of the pebbles indicate that probably 
the Talya conglomerate and the micaceous schist were depo-
sited by ordinary water current* These characters when viewed 
together with the vast extension of the conglomerate indicate 
that probably this is a petromictic conglomerate* Though 
most of the petromict conglomerates (Pettijohn 1957- page 
257) contain mixture of pebbles of plutonic, erruptive, 
sedimentary and metamorphic rocks but in some cases one type 
of class of sediments predominates* Talya conglomerate appears 
to be a petromictic conglomerate in which the quartzitic 
pebbles predominate* 
The petromict Talya conglomerate and the associated 
micaceous schist together indicate that they are basin 
margin accumulation of sediments* Such types of conglome-
rates have been reported from the Precambrians of Lake 
Superior region (Pettijohn 1943) also* 
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Recently Srinivas and Srinivasan (1968) hare repor-
ted graded bedding froa Talya conglomerate* On the basis 
of the sooalled graded,bedding they consider that the 
Talya conglomerate is polimictic geosynclinal type. The 
present author could not notice graded bedding in the 
Talya conglomerate* Further more even i f the graded bed-
ding is assumed its escape from such a severe metamor-
phism., which has. obliterated the shape of th«'pebbles and 
the texture between the pebbles^ recrystal l ised the matrix, 
completely obliterated the sign of the primary bedding and 
the otber sedimentary structures is doubtful* The asso-
ciation with the current bedded quartzites and micaceous 
schist do not support that Talya congloorerate i s a geo-
synclinal 'type« Al l these factors point out that probably 
i t is an ort ho conglomerate- (jpetromict conglomerate) of 
orthoquartzit e—carbonate association which represent the 
early geosynclinal (Peneplanation) stage in the geosynclinal 
cycle. 
2*5 - Maljnetlte quartzite and ser ic ite phyllltes 
The formation resting over Talya conglomerate and 
micaceous schist consists of ser ic i t ic phyllites and mag* 
netite quartzite. One layer of the magnetite quartzite, 
which is repeated on the surface, due to folding, i s 
-^/nterbedded with ser ic i t ic phyl l i tes. 
Petrography 
The ser ic it ic p l ^ l l i t e is extremely fine grained and 
consists of clay minerals (P I . 41)• The individual flakes 
could not be identi f ied. Occasionaly some big qrartz grains 
were also found in tte clay* 
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Magnetite qaartzite consists of aagnetite, quartz 
and haenatite. The quartz aod nagnetite grains sbovr inter-
lookiAg sutured boundaries (P I . 42). Generally tbe layers 
rich in magnetite and layers r ich in quartz alternate. 
The ohenical analysis of the two samples of magnetite 
quartzite is given in table No. 4. 
Magnetite quartzites are generally a»so«i&ted with 
lower division of Oharwars* In the Noi^th-Eastern part of 
the Chitaldrug schist belt (outside from the BKip produced 
here) this formation, yields a quite good tonnage of low 
grade Iron ore. In the area surveyed there are many o^d 
workings for Iron confined to this formation. 
Genesis 
IKa^  
It looks^the s i l i ca , Iron and manganese were depo-
sited as chemical precipitates. The recrystall ization of 
magnetite seems to be the result of the low grade regional 
metamorphism during orogenic movements. The fine grained 
quartz is considered by many workers as the colloidal 
s i l i ca , which on recrystall ization liave given r ise to f ine 
grained quartz* The s i l i ca and Iron is believed to be 
provided by the weathering of basic rocks. 
2.6 - Limestone 
There i s a small patch of limestone exposed in 
the South-eastern part of the area (P l . i ) . I t ccmsists 
of alternate layers of limestone and argillaceous phyll ites. 
The limestone l i te rs consist mainly of calcite ( P l . 43)* 
The grains of aalcite are cC medium size. The boundaries 
of dif fereng grains of calcite are interlocking and sutured* 
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Fine grained quartz and clay ninerals are also associated 
with i t * In the light of association xvith amgnetite 
quartzite and f ine grained ser ic i t ic phyllites i t 
appears that the liaestone is also a chemical deposit, 
which has been subjected to low grade netamorphism resul -
ting in recrystall ization and formation of bigger calcite 
grains • 
2»7 - Aimangala Conglomerate 
The second conglomerate exposed in the area i s the 
Aimangala conglomerate which crops oat near the 118 
milestone on Bangalore-Chitaldrug road and extends south-
ward upto Mallarasanhalli v i l lage* 
Petrography 
The polymictic Aimangala Conglomerate consists of 
pebbles of quartzite, granite, banded ferruginous chert, 
altered basalt, shales and vein quartz in a chlorit ic, 
schistose matrix. While the pebbles of quartzite, granite 
and basalt are rounded, the pebbles of ferruginous chert 
are angular and subangular. The size of the pebbles varies 
from X O^S" x 2,5" to 30''-24»-13" along their a-b-c 
axes* 
Aimangala conglomerate has a disrupted framework, i . e . , 
excess of matrix over gravel-sized fragments* The pebbles 
are randomly embedded in the matrix (Pl* 12)* 
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The matrix i s a highly unaorted sediaent which 
consists of angular grains of q&artz, clouded feldspars, 
plagioclase feldspar, ferraginous chert, chert, chlo-
r ite» (PI* 44) and fragnents of f ine grained clpys. 
A general schistosity paral le l to the regional fo l i a~ 
tion (N 170|l) has developed* Current bedding, or graded 
bedd i^ as. i s found in Kaldurga conglonerate (Pichanuthu 
1935C) has not been obsenred* 
genesis 
The disrupted franework^ considerable variation in 
the size of the pebbles, nature of the matrix and the 
grain/mat-rix ratio of the Ainangala conglomerate suggest 
that i t is a paraconglomerate which was subjected to 
regional metamorphism^ This disrupted freuaework, poor 
sorting and the absence of any sedimentary structure, 
indicating the deposition by normal current, suggests 
that the gravels of Aimangala conglomerate were not col lect 
ted by ordinary water current. The conglomerates (Ortho-
conglomerate, Pettijohn, i956) deposited by ordinary water 
current, possess an intact framework and a principal mode 
in tie gravel range and a, lesser mode in the sand range* 
The Aimangala conglomerate sbaws a principal mode in sand 
grade and lesser mode in gravel range. Such disparity in 
grain sizes denotes an unusual history and indicates depo-
sition from media of high density and viscosity. The che-
mical analysis of the Aimangala conglomerate matrix and 
its modal analysis is given in tables No* 2 and 3 respec-
t ive ly . The chemical analysis resembles the graywackes 
associated with i t . 
The most probable mode of deposition of Aimangala 
conglomerate appears to be subaqueous turbidity flows and 
sl ides* Paracocgloflierate can be deposited by turbidity 
currents, and flows, ice flows, aod subaqueous slumping 
and sl ides* The Ainutngala congloBierate i s associated 
with the foraiions which indicate geosynclinal environment 
of deposition. The K^O/Na^O rat io of tbe nat3tix of the 
Ainangala congloaierate and the graywaokes ( less tban one) 
indicates that they are eogeosynclinal • I t appears to grade 
into graywackesj which at certain places show graded 
bedding* The next fomation Kurmerdikere conglonerate 
also exhibits graded bedding. Graded bedding is believed 
to be one of the indications of turbidity currents 
(Kuenen and Miglionini, 1950). In the light of this 
indirect evidence, the author believes that probably this 
conglonerate was deposited by turbidity currents (Section 
2 .9 ) . 
2.8 - Gramraokes 
The schists exposed to the west of Ainangala conglo-
•erate ( P l - l ) were found to be nretagraywackes (according 
to Pettijohn*s definition, 1943<-1957). I t shows the typical 
graywacke texture and composition* 
PetroiE^raphy 
The graywacke from Chitaldrug schist belt varies 
in colour from blackish green to greenish brown* I t i s 
a thick and massive rock formation of the area^ Jit many 
places alternating layers of graywacke ser ic i t ic and 
chlorit ic phyllites were also observed* The graywacke 
layers at certain places show graded beddings I t contains 
fragments of quartz and feldspars ranging from 0*1 mm 
to i cm. Some quartz grains of 5 mm were also found. The 
bigger grains are sharply angular, while the smaller grains 
are angular to subrounded* 
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These grayirackes are netamorphosed to the green 
schist f a d e s . Fragments and micaceous f o l i a are aligned 
giving r ise to schistosity. 
The matrix of the Chitaldrug graywacke consists 
mainly of a fine-grained mixture of quartz, chlorite and 
feldspars* An important feature of the matrix of the 
Chitaldrug graywacke, is the replacement of g quartz 
by authigenic ser ic i te cmd ohlorite» which makes it d i f f i -
cult to get sharp microphotographs* The f ine and irregular 
flakes of chlorite pass out from the surrounding matrix 
and penetrate the boundaries of the quartz fragment* The 
original boundaries of the quartz appear to have wholly 
or part ia l ly disappeared. 
Modal analysis of ten samples collected from the 
f i e l d (Tab* 6) shows that angular grains of quartz, 
plagioclase, potash feldspars and chert are the major 
constituents of the grains of the Chitaldrug graywacke 
(PI . 45). The quartz fragments vary in shape from angular 
to subrounded. Bigger grains are much more angular than 
the smaller ones. These angular quartz grains show wavy 
extinction and are fractured to varying degree* 
Potash feldspar was identified in two forms* It 
occurs as microcline and orthoclase as clastic fragment 
having sharp corners* However the presence of potash 
feldspar in the matrix is much doubtful* 
Rock fragments were not considered separately because 
most of the rock fragments are of phyllites consisting of 
exceedingly fine grained chlorite and quartz and a l l 
gradations in rock fragments and mineral content of the 
matrix are present* 
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In the matrix, chlorite is predoninent. I t makes 
37-42^ of the Chitaldrug graywaoke. I t occurs as recrys-
ta l l i sed flakes varying in size,"mostly elongated and 
aligned paral le l to regional scbistosity. The fact that 
chlorite flakes embay and penetrate clastic quartz grain 
indicates that i t is of metamorphic origin* In some thin 
sections minor amounts of epidote, apatite, and zircon 
were also found* Sises- Limonite and pyrite cubes and 
tetrahedron running along the schistosity planes, together 
with vein quartz were observed. 
Petrochemistry 
Ten samples from the Chitaldrug graywackes were 
analysed for thie their major elements (Tab* 5)* Because 
the samples have been collected from di f ferent outcrops, 
the chemical composition shows variation from sample to 
sample (Fig* i ) * Variation is found to be more in s i l i ca 
and alumina contnnt} s i l i c a is varying from 59*55^ to 
65*58^ with an average of 61*86% whereas alumina has an 
average of 14*56% with a variation from li*27% to 17*24%. 
Total iron varies l i t t l e from 3*32% to 5*72% with an 
average of 5.08%« Variation in magnesium is not much while 
the variation in calcium oxide is more* It ranges from 
3*72% to 7*63^ with an average of 5*74%* The average soda 
content is i,tO% with l i t t l e variation* The potash content 
varies from 1*12% to 2*08% with an average of 1.90. Titania, 
phosphorous and other constituents of the rock do not show 
appreciable variation. 
Comparison of Chitaldrug grf^vufacke with other Preoamhrian 
|a;raywackes reported from dif ferent areas of the world 
Graywackes are the most characteristic rocks in many 
Archaean terrains (Pettijohn, 1943). Five average chemical 
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PettiJohn (1957) of the order of 4.8, which is higher 
than the average AlgOg/NagO ratio (3.57) of Chitaldrug 
gra)nraoke» I t nay indicate that Chitaldrug graywacke is 
more iinmatiire sediment when compared to other Preccunbrian 
graywaokes as cited above, except in the case of the 
graywacke from Ontario which has AlgO^/NagO rat io equal 
to i t . This low order of maturity shows that Chitaldrug 
graywacke contains larger amount of plagioclase than 
other Precambrian ones. 
The average alkalies/alumina ratio (Fig. 5) of 
Chitaldrug graywacke is 0.41 and varies from 0.31 to 0*50. 
This value agrees well with values of other Precambrian 
grajrwackes discussed here (Fig« 6)* 
Comparison of Chitaldrug gravwacke with gravwackes 
of other than Precambrian times 
Eight representative^ analyses of graywaokes of other 
than the Precambrian ages as reported by Ta l l ferro (1943) 
Marshall (1918), Henderson (1935), Reed (1957), Bailey et a l , 
(1964), Mattlot (1960), and Whetten (1966) were collected 
for comparison with the Chitaldrug graywacke (Tab. 8)« The 
comparison shows that a l l tbe post-Cretaceous graywackes 
have higher s i l i ca content than that of the Precambrian 
graywackes of Chitaldrug and of other areas. Post-Cretaceous 
graywackes are lower in magnesium and calcium. The K^O/Na^O 
ratio (Fig. 5 and 6) is less than one and the alumina/soda 
ratio i s almost equal to that of Chitaldrug graywacke and 
lower than the average value reported by Pettijohn (1957). 
Provenance 
A great deal of attention has been paid to source 
rock investigations of graywacke by most of the workers in 
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analyses of the grasrwaokes from dif ferent Preoanbrlan 
terrains reported by Condie ( l967a), PettiJotm (1957), 
Boyle (1961), Grout (1929) and Todd (1928) were co l lec -
ted from literature (Table 7) . From the ternary compo-
sition diagrams (Figs. 7 and 11) i t is clear that the 
composition of Chitaldrug graywacke conforms to the 
chemical composition of above mentioned Preceunbrian 
graywackes* However, there Is a marked deviation in the 
CaO content of Chitaldrug graywacke in comparison to the 
CaO content of the other Precambrian graywackes* The CaO 
content of the Chitaldrug graywackes varies from S»99% 
to 7.63%, while the CaO content of other Precambrian 
graywackes varies from 2.22?^ (Condie, 1967) to 4.61% 
(Grout). It is more than the average CaO content of 
average granites and granodiorites, which have 1*33% and 
3.55% CaO respectively (Nockolds, 1954). I t is much less 
than the average CaO content of Basalts (10*07) and basic 
volcanic suite (11*53). The lower CaO content of the 
Wyoming graywacke/ has been explained by Condie (l967a) 
by assuming an early dlagenetic reaetion of c lastic calcic 
plagioclase with Na'*' ions in sea water and the corres-
ponding release of Ca^ "*" ions. But ii Chitaldrug graywacke 
the calcium content is unusually high, which may be ex-
plained in terms of higher calcium content of the 
plagioclase and attributing some calcium to the chlorite ^ 
of the matrix. The KgO/NagO ratio of a l l these graywackes 
of Chitaldrug and other areas is less than one* Middleton 
(1960) has stated that the eugeosynclinal graywackes 
especially di f fer* from other semdstones by their low 
KgO/Na^O ratio i . e . , less than 1.0. 
The Al203/Na20 ratio (maturity index) of Chitaldrug 
graywacke averages about 3.57 and varies from 2.73 to 
4.64. For average graywackes this value was found by 
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Pettijohn (1957) of the order of 4.8, which is higher 
than the average AlgOg/NagO ratio (3.57) of Chitaldrug 
grayiraoke* I t may indicate that Chitaldrug graywacke is 
more inunature sediment when compared to other Precambrian 
graywaokes as cited above, except in the case of the 
grajrwacke from Ontario which has AlgO^/NagO rat io equal 
to i t * This low order of maturity shows that Chitaldrug 
graywacke contains larger amount of plagioclase than 
other Precambrian ones. 
The average alkalies/alumina ratio (Fig. 5) of 
Chitaldrug graywacke is 0.41 and varies from 0.31 to 0.50. 
This value agrees well with values of other Precambrian 
graywackes discussed here (Fig* 6)* 
Comparison of Chitaldrug graywacke with gravwackes 
of other than Precambrian times 
Eight representative^ analyses of graywaokes of other 
than the Precambrian ages as reported by Tal i ferro (1943) 
Marshall (1918), Henderson (1935), Reed (1957), Bailey et a l , 
(1964), Mattlot ( i960), and Whetten (1966) were collected 
for comparison with the Chitaldrug graywacke (Tab. 8 ) « The 
comparison shows that a l l the post-Cretaceous graywackes 
have higher s i l ica content than that of the Precambrian 
graywackes of Chitaldrug and of other areas. Post-Cretaceous 
graywackes are lower in magnesium and calcium* The K^O/Na^O 
ratio (Fig. 5 and 6) is less than one and the alumina/soda 
ratio i s almost equal to that of Chitaldrug graywacke and 
lower than the average value reported by Pettijohn (1957). 
Provenance 
A great deal of attention has been paid to source 
rock investigations of graywacke by most of the workers in 
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this f i e ld * I t was thought ear l ier that the graywackes 
are derived from basalts. Hovever, later investigations 
by Taliaferro (1943), Helmbold (1958), Mattiat ( i960), 
Mcbridge (1962), Donaldaon and Jackson, (1963), and 
Condie (i967a, 1967b) have shown that nost of the Pre-
canbrian graywackes were derlvea from rooks of inter* 
Mediate conposition* (Middleton, (i860), believes that 
the peculiar characteristics of high rank graywacke are 
due to partial volcanic province combined with rapid 
erosion and l i t t le chemical weathering* 
The low KgO/NagO ratio (Tab. 5, Fig. 5) indicates 
that either the source rock was doda rich, or the regional 
soda metasomatism of the graywacke had taken place, or 
the incomplete weathering of the source rock resulted 
in this composition. 
According to Middleton (i960) the most promising 
source rocks for graywackes are basic volcanic rocks. 
Spi l ites and other basic rocks occur very near to Chital-> 
drug graywacke* But the fact that this volcanic suite 
i t se l f does not contain as much soda and potash as the 
Chitaldrug graywacke rules out the possibi l i ty of the 
former being the source rock« Furthermore the structural 
Evidence (Chapter 4 and 5) do not support the view that 
volcanic suite is older than the graywackes. 
The NagO-CaO-KgO compositional diagram (Fig» TA) 
shows that the f i e l d of Chitaldrug graywacke f a l l s away 
from the compositional points of average basalt and from 
the f i e ld of the volcanic suite of Chitaldrug schist be l t . 
This fact together with the occurrence of big fragments 
of plagioclase, microcline and quartz rules out the 
possibi l ity of basic voloanics to be the only source 
rock of the Chitaldrug graywacke* Host of the graywacke 
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from at her areas f a l l s in the f ie ld of the Chitaldrug 
graywacke* The granodiorite composition also comes under 
the grayiiracfare f i e l d . This shows that atleast part ia l ly 
the source rock of the Chitaldrug graywacke was either 
a qusrtz diorite or grandoritic in composition* 
The MgO-FegOg-TiOg compositional diagram (Fig. 7B) 
shows that a l l the grajrwackes and even the granodiorite 
f a l l in the compositional f i e l d of the Chitaldrug 
volcanic suite which varies from thole i i t ic basitlt 
to andesites and spi l i tes (Tab* l iB ) which means a volcanic 
basic source rock* 
The above finding is at variance with what was 
inferred from NagC-CaO^^K^C compositional diagram* This 
inference should be examined in the light of mineralogy 
and genesis of the matrix, because the MgO, and TiO^ 
of graywackes belong mostly to the matrix, lii ich consists 
mainly of chlorite and other ferromanganese minerals. 
These ferromanganese minerals of the matrix are the result 
of reorgeuiisation of the original interst i t ia l mud. So 
when only those oxides which are present in matrix are 
plotted on a ternary diagram they show volcanic rock as 
a source* In view of the existence of large fragments of 
quartz, feldspars and tiie overall composition of the 
Chitaldrug graywackes, i t appears that though the graywacke;^ 
has been mainly derived from coarse grained rook of quartz 
diorite or granodioritic composition, atleast a partial 
volcanic provenance cannot be tota l ly ruled out* The wide 
spread distribution of the schists and graywackes having 
compositto equivalent to a basic or intermediate rook 
througliout the Precambrian period points towards the 
more basic nature of the Precambrian crust* 
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Genesis 
The origin of the matrix of the graywacke is a 
controversial problem* PettiJohn (1957) has discussed i t 
in detail* He considers the matrix to be detrital mud* 
The detr ita l mud after authigenesls and reorganisation 
gave r ise to most of the present minerals of the matrix* 
Cummins (1962) in his reviev of graywackes says that 
graywackes is a kind of sandstone in ivhioh the sand grains 
are set in a fine muddy matrix, this mud being a post-
deposit ional alteration of sand. Audley Charles (1967) 
believes that s i l t clay matrix of the graywacke in the 
Vlqueque formation of Tlmur (Upper Miocene Pliocene) i s 
an original detrital deposit and not the result of post 
deposltlooal dlagenesls of sand grains. 
Regarding the matrix of Chitaldrug graywacke, the 
present author, on the basis of petrochemical data, 
believes that original ly I t was a detrital mud and the 
feorganisatlon of iresent mineralogy took place daring 
metamorphism* The Chitaldrug graywacke which shows graded 
bedding Is associated with a graywacke conglomerate, 
chlorlt lc phyll lte, bedded chert (Naqvl, 1967) and 
submsBlne volcanic suite showing p i l l o w tare. . This 
appears to be a eugeosyncllnal association (Naqvl, 1967)* 
The ewsj!«w sedimentary nature of the graywacke is shown 
in Poldervaart and Green petrochemical f ie lds and trend 
diagrams (Flgs.N 2 & 3)* 
The S, Al , F and Al , C, Alk diagrams (Fig . 3) show 
the poslticn of Chitaldrug and other graywackes on the 
boundary of the f ie lds of igneous and other para and meta 
rocks* 
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The Kiirmardlkere oongloaerate shows graded bedding 
and alternate layers of conglomerate graywackes and 
phyllltes (PI , 14). 
The matrix of this conglomerate is highly unsorted 
and immature (Pl» 46)* The texture and mineral composition 
resembles the l i thio graywacke* The modal analysis (Tab«3) 
of the matrix of this conglomerate shows 35% of angular 
coarse grained quartz i4^ of chert and quartzite fragments, 
2% or even less of plagioclase, 20^ of argillaceous rock 
fragments and 28> of f ine grained chlorite and quartz and 
includes a l l gradations between rock fragmejifcs and chlorite. 
Potash feldspar was found to be., completely absent. 
Petrochemistry 
Chemical analysis (Tab. 2) show low content of soda* 
KgO/Na^O ratio i s more than one* The absence of plagioclase 
in mode is reflected in the chemteftl analysis in small 
amount of soda. The overall c<mtposition resembles that of 
l i th io graywacke* 
Genesis 
The disrupted framework, nature of the matrix and 
the presence of graded bedding suggest that the Kurmardikere 
conglomerate like the Aimangala conglomerate i s a para-
conglomerate or a graywacke conglomerate. The para-conglo-
merates can be deposited by a number of agents of high 
density and viscosity as mentioned in section 2.7. Graded 
bedding suggests the deposition by turbidity currentS| 
but the graded bedding alone i s not an indication of deposition 
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by turbidity current« Dzulynski and Walton (1965, p.8) 
have stated that "a l l the structure found in trobiditfio^ 
occur also in non-turMdites sediments. Although there 
are no sedimentary structures which in themselves are 
diagnostic of trubidity current action as Kuenen ( l95 l ) 
has insisted, the assemblage of features is noteworthy. 
The operation of turbidity current is suggested above 
a l l by the evidence for deep-water conditions, combined 
with indications of violent and episodic inflow of coarse 
elastics*** With the absence of f o s s i l s , the only evidence 
for deep water conditions l e f t i s the grain size, great 
thickness (Chapter 1|) and the chemical characters of the 
chlorlt ic schist associated with these conglomerates* 
These characters along with the gr'isided bedding suggest 
that the conglomerate was probably deposited by turbidity 
currents* 
The pebbles composition and mineral composition of 
matrix of the Eurmardikere conglomerate indicates the 
source to be predominantly metanorphic rocks, quartzltes 
and argillaceous schists of basic composition, which contri< 
buted to the pebble and matrix. 
Comparison with the other two conglomgrates 
IQirmerdikere conglomerate d i f fe rs in many respects 
from the Aimangala and Talya conglomerates* With Talya 
conglomerate it d i f f e r s in a l l those aspects (maturity, 
mineralogical chemical composition and association) which 
are the result of the mode of deposition* With Aimangala 
ccoglomerate i t d i f f e r s only in the composition, beoause 
both the Aiwangala and Kurmerdikere conglomerate appear 
to be deposited by the same agency* 
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Modal analysis of the natrix of these three conglo-
merates shows (Table 3) that the Almangala conglomerate 
consists of 39% quartz, 6% chert and quartzite» 12% 
total feldspars, 12% argillaceous rock fragments and 30.5% 
f ine grained minerals l ike chlorite etc. This Mineral 
composition is strikingly di f ferent from Almangala conflo-
merate in the case of feldspar and rock fragments content* 
The difference of feldspar rock fragments and chert-
quartzite content of these two conglomerate demonstrates 
that their sources were di f ferent and probably they «ere 
deposited at di f ferent times* The mineral assemblage of 
the Aimangala conglomerate indicates an intermediate plutonic 
source rock, while the mineral assemblage of the Kurmerdikere 
conglomerate indicates a source area of predominantly meta-
morphic rocks* This indicates that these two conglomerates 
though deposited by the same agency probably are two di f ferent 
conglomerates and should not be correlated together as one 
l ithologicel and straj|igraphical unit* 
2*10 - Chloritic schists and phyllites 
Most widespread formations of the area are the chloritic 
schist and phyllite; generally they are exposed in the gently 
undulating plains* 
Petrography 
They are f ine grained rocks, rendering the mineral 
identification d i f f i c u l t . Samples which belong to a coarser 
variety of the chloritic schist (PI* 47) show quartz, chlorite, 
ser ic i te , muscovite and altered plagioclase. 
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Chemical composltiojp 
Si l ica content of these rooks varies from 54*( 
to 59*16% (Tab. 10, Fig« l ) . The s i l i ca content of the 
coarser schists is higher than the f iner ones (Tab* lO ) . 
CaO varies froo to 10.2^ sodium content varies from 
2.72 to 5.12^^ KgO varies from 0.51 to 2.28%* I f the higher 
concentration of alkalies is attributed to the alkal i 
metasomatism the overall composition of the schist suggests 
a basic or intermediate source rock* 
Genesis 
Like most of the greenschists of eugeosynclinal 
environment, associated with basic and semibasic subaqueous 
igneous rocks, the chlorit ic schist, a green-schist of 
Chitaldrug also seons to have a doubtful mode of origin* 
A greenschist can be formed from the low grade metamorphism 
of both the pol it ic rocks and basic and semibasic subaqueous 
volcanlcs. Turner and Verhoogen (1962) have stated that 
sp i l i t i c rocks, by reason of their early appearance in 
geosynclinal belts , are particularly l iab le to be effected 
by regional metamorphism and many of the greenschists 
of orogenic zones undoubtedly are of such origin* 
Poldervaapt (1953) also suggested that bassaltic 
rocks on low grade metamorphism may give r ise to green 
schists* Turner ( in william, Turner and Gilbert, 1965) 
believes that green-schists are products of regional 
metamorphism of basalts* Moorehouse (1959) bell ieved that 
basalts which have been subjected to low grade metamorphism 
show somewhat a di f ferent picture. The meta-basalts on 
low grade metamorphism show almost complete mineralogical 
change, welrit which wi l l be reflected in i ts chemistry by 
the increase of B^O, and CO t^ hut there wi l l be l i t t l e 
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textural change* Many meta-basalts are massive and preserve 
the original texture. The basic volcanic su i t e of Chitaldrug 
schist belt also shows the effects of low grade metamorphic 
mineralogical changes, but it does not sliow any textural 
obliteration or deformation. The green schists formed as 
a result of metaraorphisffl of .polit ic rocks show normal schis-
tosity and undergo l i t t l e mineralogical changes* The grain 
size of the chlorite schist from Chitaldrug is smaller than 
that of the volcanic.suite. As compared to basic rocks they 
contain more s i l i c a , f e r r i c oxide, a lkal ies , less ferrous 
oxide, MgO and CaO (Tab* iO)« These observations indicate 
that these phyllites and schist may not have originated from 
metamorphism of basalts. 
The association with conglomerates, graywackes and 
cherts etc, the texture and the variations in chemical 
composition and the presence of detrital quartz grains in 
s<Miie samples indicate that the chlorit ic schists are also 
metaseiliments* The original sediment appears to be a 
siltstone or more broadly speaking;shale (Fig. 8, 9 and io ) * 
The petrochemical trend diagrams (Fig. l o ) and Os^aj^ 's 
diagrams (Fig. 80 also indicate a sedimentary nature of the 
original rock. 
Interpretation of chemical analysis of a shale is 
d i f f i c u l t . I t becomes more d i f f i cu l t when the shale has 
been subjected to low grade metamorphism and metasoiiatism. 
Chemical composition depends upon grain size, and maturity 
of the sediment and the chemical processes during luid after 
sedimentation • 
Si l ica content increases with grain s ize . Pettijohn 
(1957 p. 345) has stated that "potash always exceeds soda 
in shales and s lates. The slates in which soda exceeds 
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potash must be those which contain the products of abrasive 
action rather than the clay ninerals*'* Chloritic phyllites 
froBi this area contain higher soda than potash. It may be 
mainly due to the addition of soda from the reaction with 
sea water* 
A comparison of the chemical composition, of phyllites 
and schists from Chitaldrug schist belt with.those of the 
Precambrian slates (Kanz, 1953) show that the*si l ica and 
total iron contents are similar but the soda, magnesia, and 
calcium contents are higher* Aluminium and potash are 
considerably lower* This variation of soda, magnesia and 
calcium may be due to inherent differences of the chemical 
composition of the a rg i l l i t e s which gave r ise to slates 
studied by Nanz cuid the phyllites and schists from Chital-
drug schist belt, or these changes may have been brought 
about by metasomatism and metamorphism and reorganisation* 
However, Nanz and otiiers believe that metamorphism of 
shales and their ccmversion into slates and plQrllites do 
not appreciably change the bulk chemical composition. 
The chMiical composition of the shales and slates 
associated with graywackes d i f f e r s from the ch^ i ca l 
composition of shales and slates associated with the more 
mature sandstones (Nanz, i953). The average AlgOg/NagO 
ratio of two lutites associated with quartzites was 128, 
whereas the corresponding average of two lutites of gray-
wacke a f f i n i t i e s was i i (Pettijohn 1957 p. 359). The average 
chlorit ic phyllites (Tab* iO) and 
schists of Chitaldrug schist belt i s 3*69 with a range from 
2.95 to 5.6i . This lower AlgOg/ifagO ratio i s due to both 
higher soda and lower alumina contents in the schists and 
phyllites* This average ratio iia almost equals that of 
associated grajnrackes* 
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Krynijae (1948) has attempted to c lass i fy the 
shales with respect to their association* The shales 
and slates associated with low rank graywackes mica-
ceous while those which are associated with high rank 
graywacke are chlorit ic . The schists and phyj^lites of 
this area are maiAly chlorit ic and are associated with 
graywacke and graywacke conglomerates* 
A comparison of the chemical composition of the 
Chitaldrug graywacke (Tab» 5) and these chloritic pi^rl-
l i tes (Tab. 10) and schists indicates that increase in 
s i l i ca content with increase in the grain size has resu l -
ted and decrease of other oxides in the graywackes* This 
trend is reversed in the chlorit ic schist* The alkal ies 
in both the fomations show l i t t l e variation, especially 
soda content, and the alumina/soda ratio is almost iden-
t ical* EgO/Na^O ratio is less than one in both the 
formations* 
I t appears as though that the deposition of graywackes 
took place at the time of rapid subsidence. Whereby for 
some time the supply of the coarse clastic material was 
there and after sometime only exceedingly fine grained 
material accumulated* 
The variations in the petrochemistry of these chlor i -
t i c phyllites and schists may be due to contribution from 
volcanics to the sediments, and the reaction with sea water* 
The soda content of the associated volcanic suite varies 
very much* The soda content of grajn^ackes has been explained 
due to the intermediate plutonic rock province and metaso-
matism* The higher soda content of f ine grained rock types 
(chlor it ic schists) requires a satisfactory explanation* I t 
appears that a regicnal soda metasomatism of the shales 
(phyl l i tes ) , and graywackes has taken place. This soda 
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metasomatism due to sea water appears to be in varying 
degrees in di f ferent rock types and varies considerably 
in the same rock at di f ferent places end di f ferent samples. 
The bulk chemical composition of the ohloritic schist 
indicates that the source rock was dominantly of basic or 
intermediate|composition« The vast amoulit and the abundance 
of these schists of basic composition seems to be related 
to some extent with^'composition of the Prej^Cambrian crust. 
2.11 - TBte basic volcanic suite 
The basic volcanic suite covers a large portion of 
the area (PI* l ) . Forty two samples of the pillow lava and 
lava flows devoid of such structures were analysed* Core 
and rim of the pillow lavas were analysed separately* 
Megascopically this suite consists of pillow lava, 
va r io l i t l c lava, massive lava, volcanic agglomerates, 
orthoamphibolites (meta-basalts) and amygdular basalt* 
The volcanic suite show well developed pillow struc-
tures (Pl* 15 and 16), individual pillows ranging from s ix 
inches fo four feet* The pillows are well developed in the 
north eastern portio^of the area surveyed(X)* They are also 
found near Ingaldhal copper mines, Kurmerdikere and 
Kennehedlu v i l lage* The var io l i t l c structure is well 
developed inthe centre of the area on both sides of the 
anticlinal eucis* The agglomeratic bed is repeated at many 
places* 
The pillows were found generally, varying in shape 
from ellipsjto*dal to spherical and are connected with each 
A 
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other* At Jogimardi h i l l their convexity ik&s found to be 
towards south and southeast indicatiag that the flows 
are youngi«g towards south and southeast* Each pillow 
possesses eui outer rim showing banded structure (PI . 16) 
Petrojgraphy 
For petrologio description the suite is divided into 
( l ) orthoafflphibolites ( i i ) ohloritic pillow trap ( i i i ) vblo-
Wl t i lQUt p i l l o w s 
r i t i e trap/viv) va r io l i t i c trap (v ) volcanic agglomerates 
and tu f f s €ind ( v i ) amygdular basalts. 
\ ' 
( i ) OrthoifaBiphibolites: The orthoamphibolite is exposed 
near the southern boundary of Ohitaldrug granites* It 
consists of medium grained plagioclase, bluish green 
actinolite and magnetite* The texture of this meta volcanic 
is intergranular holocrystalline* The grain size is larger 
than the other pillowed and unpillowed traps. The original 
texture of the rock has not been affected by the metamorphism. 
The increase in the grain size and the development of the acti ' 
nolite appears to be due to the contact e f fect of the grani-
t i c intrusion* 
( i i ) Pillow lava: This chloritic trap shows pillow 
with banded outer rim* The banded nature of the rim was 
observed under the microscope also* I t consists of inter -
granular chlorite and clouded plagioclase. Magnetite grains 
are also present (Pl* 48). The outer rim shows devitr i f ied 
glass. The core of the pillow consists of f ine grained 
intergranular laths of plagioclase, chlorite, epidote and 
magnetite. In some thin sections re l ic t augite was also 
obsez^ed* 
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( l i i ) Chloritio trap: Without pillow stracture: This Is 
the most widespread group in the Jogimardi area. It shows 
typical basaltic texture and consists mainly of chlorite, 
plagioclasei epidote, magnetite. Some times minute quartz 
grains in between laths of plagioclase and chlorite are 
seen (PI* 49). Many sections show re l ic t augite. The 
augite is found in coarser varieties and occurs in the 
centre of the chlorte* I t appears that while the boundaries 
of augite crystals have been changed to chlorite, the 
centre has escaped the change. In some section the pheno-
crysts of plagioclase (P I . 50) were also noticed* 
( I v ) The var io l i t i c trap; The var io l i t i c trap i s well 
exposed in the centre of the area. I t consists of nodules 
which vary i " to 1" in size* Under the.microscope these 
varioles also show the intergranular texture and consists 
mainly of chlorite, laths of plagioclase, epidote, 
magnetite and quartz* 
( v ) Agglomerate; The agglomerate bed is seen at many places. 
It consists of angular and deformed fragments of chlorit ic 
trap, and chert of varying sizes (Pl* 17). The fragment size 
also varies from place to place (Pl* 51)* As an ef fect of the 
regional metamorphism a schistosity paral lel to the regiooal 
sohistosity has been developed. 
Pyroclastic beds are believed to be the product of 
explosive submarine volcanic eruptions (Williams, 1953)* 
I t appears that in this area after sometime the volcanic 
activity suddenly became explosive* The deposition of chert 
and other f iner c last ic sediments was apparently going on 
at the time of this explosive volcanic activity* The 
showers of pyroclastic ejection got mixed up with the sedi -
ments yielding mixed tuffaceous sedim^entary rocks. 
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( v l ) The amyg^dular trap; Aaygdular trap Is exposed in 
the southeastern part of the area near the, v i l lage 
Elkereahalli. It consists of laths of plagioclase, 
chlorite, augite, magnetite, quartz and epidote. The 
anygdules are nade up of calcite and quartz* Sonetines 
veins of caloite and quartz are found Joining the 
amygdules • 
The major element g^eocheaistry of the volcanic suite 
The chemical composition of the Jogimardi trap 
is given in Table i i and it i s graphically represented 
in figures i5«22. These chemical data are compared with 
the analysis of Piohamuthu (i957) from the same suite, 
average spi l i tes (Sundius, 1930) average andesites cuid 
basalts (Nockolds, 1954), Similipal spi l i tes (Iyengar 
and Banerji, 1964) average Becean trap (Washington, 1922) 
and average thole i i t ic basalt (Engel et a l , 1965). 
A reference to the table No* i lB would indicate 
the variation and behaviour of di f ferent oxides (with 
respect to SiOg) present in the volcanic suite* Almost 
a l l the oxides except alkalies show a decrease with an 
increase in the s i l i ca content (Fig*^ l i ) * Composition of 
the volcanic suitelr is seen to vary from thole i i t ic basalt 
to andesite and sp i l i t e s . The variation in s i l i ca and soda 
content appears to be very importaxit in this connection* 
The s i l i ca content of the volcanic suite of Chital-
drug schist belt averages 51*83^ and varies from 46*50^ 
to 56*91^ with 2*0 standard deviation (Tab* i l ) . The 
s i l i ca content of the core of the pillows was found gene-
ra l ly to be greater than the banded outer rim. 
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The Ma20 varies from 0*56% to 3 w i t h an avesage 
of 2*20fa» A strojQg positive correlation coefficient 
(•»• 0*562) was found between s i l i ca and soda. Though samples 
containing Na^O equal to spi l i tes were also analysed the 
average,soda content of the Chitaldrug volcaxtic suite was 
found to be less than that of the average sp i l i te , andesite 
basalt, S ia i l ipa l sp i l i t e and even Deccan bastlt and average 
oceanic thole i i t io basalt. 
A positive and good correlation coefficient was found 
between potash and s i l i c a . The average potash content of the 
volcanic suite was found to be less than that reported by 
Pichamuthu (1967), almost equal to the average spi l i te and 
Deccan basalt, greater than that of average basalt, Similipal 
sp i l i tes , and average oceanic tholei i t io basalt mid less 
than that of average andesites. 
Variation of oxides in the core and rim of the pillows 
Few samples of the pil low lava were analysed for i ts 
core and rim separately. Most of the samples analysed show 
that the banded rim or skin of the pillows contain less 
s i l i ca than the core* I t has resulted in the increase of 
other oxides in the rim except the alkalies which decrease 
along with s i l ica# This relationship between s i l i ca and 
other oxides present in core and rim indicates that the 
e 
cooling was from periphery to centre, which is the expe^^ted 
normal case (Macdonald and Ka^tWa, i9 H i due to the submarine 
environment of the eruption and subsequent cooling* Hapgood 
(1962) has reported the radial distribution of soda in a 
pillow of sp i l i t i c lava from the Prancis®can Cal i fornia. The 
soda content of the rim was found invariably less than the 
soda content of the core of the same pillow, from Jogimardi 
traps* I t appears that being most mobile element the Na^O 
has been removed from the outer skin of the pillows by 
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weathering agents. The removal of soda and decrease in 
s i l i ca resulted in a more basic bulk composition to the 
rim as compared to the core* 
The C*I«P«W* Norms 
C.I«P«W. Norms (Tab. i3 ) show that the samples 
analysed vary from sl ightly undersaturated to saturated 
and oversaturated rocks (Tab» 2 ) . The Q-L-M Von Wolf 
diagram)i$ also supports this view (Fig. 17)* The normative 
quartz content averages at 3.54^ and varies from 0*00 to 
12*48^. 
The normative albite content averages at 18*51^ and 
varies from 3*14^ to 31*44% with 6*72 standard deviation 
(Tab* 13)* I t shows that the a lb ite content in some samples 
equals the albite content in some samples equals average 
basalts, and in otter samples it equals Similipal spi l i tes 
and Deccan basalt but is less than that of average spi l i tes 
in a l l the samples analysed. The same characteristic of the 
other normative minerals i l so may be seen from Table No* i3 
and i4* 
This shows that the volcanic suite of Chitaldrug schist 
belt consists of rocks having the composition from tholei i t ic 
basalt (Yoder and Ti l ley , i963) to andesites and spi l i tes 
(Pig. 18). 
Niggl i values: The s i , a l , fm, c, alk, qiz, k, and mg values 
were calculated (Tab. i5 and 16; Pigs. 14, 15 and 16). 
The'si* and 'qz ' values indicate that though some of the 
samples are s l ightly unsaturated and oversaturated most of 
the samples belong to just saturated variety. Comparison of 
Niggli values of volcanic suite aM the other basic and 
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aeBi-basic rocks also Indicates that the composition of 
the volcanic suite varies from thole i i t ic basalt to 
andesite and spi l i te* 
Oxide ratios; 
! 
Five oxide ratios have been considered by Godlschmidt 
(1954) as most Important factors for envisaging the nragmatic 
conditions. These oxide values were calculated for the 
Chitaldrug volcanic suite and data collected frcnn, l iterature 
(Tabs. 15, 16; Fig. 13). 
The average NagO/CaO ratio of the Chitaldrug volcanic 
suite is much less than that of average sp i l i t es , andesites, 
basalts, Simillpal sp i l i tes and Deccan basalt (Tabs. 15 and 
16). This low NagO/CaO ratio is mainly due to higher CaO 
content of the Chitaldrug volcanic suite. It varies from 
0.02 to 0.54, which indicates that some samples of the 
volcanic suite show NagO/CaO ratio equal to that of andesite, 
basalts, Simillpal sp i l i tes and Deccan basalt, and are very 
near to the average sp i l i t e . The FeO/MgO ratio averages 
at 1*54 and varies from 0*95 to 4*91. This variation range 
embraces the values of sp i l i tes , Simillpal sp i l i tes , andesites, 
basalt and Deccan basalt. The SiO^/MgO ratio averages at 
9.58 and varies from 6.23 to 22.17. This range of variation 
also embraces the SiO^/MgO ratios of other basic and semi-
basic rocks compared here. The KgO/CaO ratio of the volcanic 
suite averges at 0.05 and varies from 0.§1 to 0.19. The 
variation range embraces the KgO/CaO ratio of a l l the average 
basic and semi-basic rocks considered here fo r comparison* 
The PCgOg/FeO ratio averages at 0.15 and varies from 0.04 
to 0.37. The average FegOg/FeO ratio i s less than that of a l l 
other rocks. I t appears to be due to the lesser amount of 
magnetite present in the volcanic suite. 
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Orii^in of the volcanic suite 
The presence of pillow and spherulitic structure, 
association with agglomerate and geosynclinal sediments 
(Narayanaswamy, 1964; Naqvi, 1967) clearly indicates that 
the Jogimardl trap is a volcanic association of orogenlc 
region. In a geosynclinal volcanic association sp i l i t es , 
normal baalts, andesltes and even rhyolites can occur 
together (Edward, 1963; Knopf, 1948). 
Bowen (1928) has explained the chemical^ petrogsaphic 
and associational characteristics of the basalt-andesite> 
rhyollte aasodLatlon by a simple hypothesis of fractional 
crystall isation of basaltic magma. This hypothesis has 
remained widely accepted, but during the last decade opinion 
against this hypothesis of pare fractional crystal l isation 
has mounted steadily. 
But s t i l l some workers believe that sp i l l t e , kerotophyre 
and andeslte association is a result of fractional c r y s t a l l i -
sation. Edward (l965) has Interpreted the petrologlcal, mine-
ral ogle al and chemical variation sin the andeslte, sp i l l t e , 
and keratophyre suite of north-central Puerto Rico, as the 
result of mainly composititonal differences and crystal l isation 
history. 
Waters (1955) discarded the widely held theory that 
a l l volcanic rocks originated by di f ferentiation of basaltic 
magma. He proposed that tho le i i t ic magma arises in a deep 
universal earth shel l , but the f issure eruptions do not stop 
a great molten pool undergoing crystal d i f ferentiat ion. D i f f e -
rentiation occurs after eruption to higher levels* He believes 
that when a submarine trough is downbuckled into a tectogene, 
water and other easily remov/efable constituents are d i s t i l l ed 
from the metamorptioslng geosyncllne sediments» These mix with 
the primitive tholelite, modifying i t to a highly explosive 
steam-rich andesitic magma* 
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Turner and Verhoogen (1962 p. 270) too do not agree 
with the view that this association can arise from simple 
fractional crystal l isat ion of a basaltic Btagma* On the 
grounds that such association is not found in differentiated 
basic s i l l s , they discard Bowen*s hopothesis and believe 
that such association is the result of geosynclinal environ-
ment. 
Hamilton (1965 p. 350) states that eugeosynclinal 
basalts in many suites have been converted in varying 
degrees to spi l i te* The fact that the olinopyroxenes in 
such sodic rocks)!^ are normal augites and pigeonites, and 
are not sodic, demonstrates that tie rocks crystall ised from 
calc-alkaline magmas, and that the process of spi l i t isat ion 
is not a magmatic process; therefore, spi l i t isat ion need not 
be considered, with the problem of origin of magma* 
Iyengar and Banerji (1964) suggests on the basisi^ of 
petrochemical data of Similipal sp i l i tes that these sp i l i tes 
were formed due to a l l i t i sa t ion of the parent tho le l i t i c 
magma* 
The petrochemical features of the Chitaldrug volcanic 
suite show that the rocks vary in composition from tho le l i t ic 
basalts to andesites and spi l i tes (Fig. 7 and 8)* They are 
associated with highly sodic chlorit ic schists emd grasrwackes 
(Figs. 8 and 10). I t appears that the variation of chraical 
composition of volcabic suite la a result of varying degree 
of spi l i t isat ion of the parental tho le l i t ic magma* The 
thole l i t ic magma most probably was held in contact for a 
period, with Chitaldrug graywackes, highly sodic schists, and 
geosynclinal waters, which fesulted In i ts sp i l l t i zat ion . 
The varying and incomplete degree of sp i l i t i sat ion 
indicates a shorter period of contact between metasomatlc 
l iquid and the traps, as the submarine volcanic activity 
in the Oharwar eugeosyncline appeared at quite a latter stage* 
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This late stage of volcanic activity is suggested by the 
youngest and thin phyllites and pyritiferous cherts 
depasited over i t , a fter which the area witnessed orogenic 
defomation • 
Metanorphism of "ttie volcanic suite 
In several other areas submarine lava^s KHftSKsra 
have been observed to have undergone regional netamorphism* 
Smith (1968) has studied and described an Ordovician 
geanticlinal marine sequence exposed in the Central West 
of New South Wales, Australia* The sequence containing basic 
lavas, l iab le sedimentary, and pyroclastic rocks, has under-
gone extensive adjustment daring regional burial metamorphism. 
Poldervaart (1963) has reviewed the metamorphism of basalts 
at length* The Chitaldrug volcanic suite which is a submarine tava 
was burried under a cover of sediments and was subjected to 
regional metamorphism and deformation together with the 
associated sediments* Apart from the effect of low grade 
regional metamorphism of green schist f a d e s i t was also 
effected by granitic intrusion* The ef fect of the regional 
burial metamorphism and metasomatism, was the development of 
chlorite, epldote and plagioclase the original basaltic 
texture being retained* Near to the granitic contact the 
basalt got changed into orthoamphibolite consisting of 
actinolite and plagiociase mainly* In this case also the 
original basaltic texture was retained* 
2*12 - Sericitic-ferruginous phyllites and banded pyritiferous 
chert 
This is the youngest fozmation in this area ant^t 
is exposed on the tops of the synclinal h i l l s (P l . l ) * 
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It consists of gray-green, white yellow, red and brown 
coloared phyllites and interbedded cbert (Pl* 18), 
impregnated by pyritic layers (Naqvi, 1967). 
Serioit ic ferruginous phyll ites: 
Petrography 
Phyllites consist mainly of extemely f ine grained 
quartz, sericite limonite and hematite (P I . 52), Sometimes 
bigger chops of the quartz are also found in between fine 
grained sericite and quartz* 
Chemical composltioji 
The s i l i c a content of the phyll ites yaries from 
64.26 to 73.64 with an average of 70.82 (Tab* 17; Fig. 17), 
Alumina varies from 7.33 to 15.64$^ with an average of 
12.71^. A f a i r l y good negative cotrl^ation coefficient 
of the order of - 0.588 was found between s i l i ca and alumina. 
The fe r r i c oxide content also decreases (X s - 0.746) with 
the increase in s i l i c a . FeO, MgO, OaO, NagO, K^O and MnO 
show +ve correlation to s i l i c a . PgOg and TiO^ show poor 
negative correlation to s i l i ca* 
Genesis 
The grain size index (Si02/Al20g)ratio; Pettijohn 
1957) varies from 4.10 to 10.01. Maturity index (AlgO^/Na^O) 
varies from 10.30 to 21.43. The sample which shows lowest 
grain s ize index shows highest maturity index (21*43)• A 
low grain size index means that the sample belongs to a 
fine grained rock and a fine grained rock is expected to 
be much more mature than a coarser one. This phenomenon i s 
exhibited by the AlgO^/Na^O and SiOg/AlgOg ratios of these 
phyl l ites. The K20/Ma20 ratio is always more than one* 
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The average s i l i ca content of shales, phyllites 
and schists is reported to be 58 percent* The s i l i c a 
content of the sericitftc and ferruginous phyllites 
averages 70*85^, which indicates that the original rock 
might be a siliceous shale. The siliceous character of 
this type of shales has been considered liot only due 
to small quantities of detr ita l quartz but rather to be 
derived from amorphous s i l i c a , such as opal or from 
volcanic ash.(Ruby, i929; Goldsteain and Bendricks, 1953). 
In the light of the presence of inorganically 
precipitated s i l i ca in the form of bedded chert (Naqvi, 
1967) with these phyll ites, i t appears that the higher 
s i l i ca content of these phyllites may be due to chemically 
precipitated s i l i ca and detr ita l quartz. Inorganically 
precipitated s i l i ca might have been deposited with fine 
detrital material and hence increased the total s i l i c a 
content* 
The ^^^ found to vary from 0*52 to 12*15^. I t 
appears that the hydrothermal mineralisation of pyrites 
and other sulphides and the oxidation of the pyrite resulting 
in the formation of haematite-goethite has increased the 
iron content of the phyll ites, which are red or bro^vn in 
colour* 
Associated and interbedded with these phyllites 
is the banded pyritiferous chert, which has been considered 
by earl ier authors (Iyengar i90a) as magnetite quartzite* 
The phyllites and associated pyritiferous chert were namdd4 
by Sampat Iyengar (l905) as Guaded Ranganahalli (6 .R. ) 
formation* 
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The banded pyritlferous chert 
Petrography 
The banded pyritiferoua chert generally outcrops 
on the tops of tise x^ges forming festbon-like arcs ( P l . 9 ) . 
The white or greyish coloured chert is found in rhythmically 
layered forms. The individual layers of chert vary in 
thickness front one centimeter and less to four or f ive 
centimeters ( P l . 19 and 20). On the surface, these chert 
layers are found to alternate with layers coniisting of 
lifflonite, haematite and often magnetite. The chert is 
b r i t t le and closely Jointed) The thickness of banded pyri -
tiferoua chert varies from 50 to iOO feet and it is embedded 
in grey,while, pink and brownish coloured clays, shales 
and phyllites* The study of the core samples from Ingaldhal 
copper lode reveals that the brown and greyish white banding 
clearly seen on exposures at the surface disappears at depth* 
Instead, layers of chert are seen alternating with layers 
charged with pyrite and other sulphide minerals. This shows 
that due to surface action like oxidation and leaching, 
limonite and haematite have formed* At certain places the 
chert layers are found to pinch and swell (PP. He. ) . 
Chert is also seen interpedded with clay and red shales, 
at many places (Pl » 20). brecciation is common (P l , 19)* 
Under the microscope, the banded pyritlferous chert 
is seen to be colourless, and formed of exceedingly f ine ^ 
microcrystlilline aggregate of quartz (P l . 54). Under the 
highest magnification the individual grains of the chert 
show fibrous wavy extinction* 
Limonitic and haematitic layers on surface and 
pyrit ic layers below the zone of oxidation are not pers is -
tent. There are places where the limonite layers are reduced 
to a thickness of a few millimeters or even a thin coating 
of film in between chert layers* The fractures and Joints 
in the chert are generally f i l l e d by limonitic material (P l .54) 
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on the surface and mostly by pyrite and often by chaloopyrite 
6ei8w the zone of oxidation. Cubes and tetrahedrons of pyrite 
and altered pyrite are very comfflon in the pyrite and limo-
/ V 
nite layers (PI* Cubes of pyrite are also found along 
the schistosity planes in the ohloritic sohist« 
These banded pyritiferous cherts are quite dif ferent 
and should not be put under the same category as the mag-
netite and haematite quartzites forming peirt of the iron 
formation seen in other parts of the state. Rama Rao (l940) 
has ear l ier recognised the difference betireen these two 
superficial ly resembling formations* 
Chemical composition 
The partial chemical analysis of the banded py r i t i -
ferous chert from Ingaldhal and typical magnetite quartzite 
from Talya region (Tab* 4) indicates that these two rock 
types are dif ferent and should not be correlated with each 
other* The absence of sulphur in magnetite-quartzite supports 
the view that these two formations belong to two dif ferent 
genetic groups* 
Genesis: Origin of chert 
The origin of the banded pyritiferous chert is a 
complex problem. Two features require explanation, ( i ) the 
deposition of chert and ( i i ) the deposition of pyrite and 
other sulphides* Various theories have been proposed to 
explain these features* Biochemical origin of the chert i s 
supported by many workers* On the ground that organisms are 
today forming pure siliceous deposits, i t is supposed that 
the ancient cherts might have had a similar or ig in. Since 
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chert nodules in limestones are considered as replacement 
deposits, some workers believe that bedded cherts are 
formed by an extension of the process of replacement to 
the whole rock» But majority of workers who have consi-
dered the origin of chert, reject both the biochemical 
and metasomatic origin of cherts and favour the direct 
precipitation of s i l i c a in the form of s i l i c a ge l . 
The banded pyritiferons cherts of Chitaldrag schist 
belt do n&t contain remftlns of Radiolariai diatovrs and 
siliceous sponge,spicales aa jfti some cherts af later periods. 
It i s , thMsrefore, d i f f l c a l t to believe that organisms were 
responsible for the f&rmation of these bedded cherts. 
The aerial extent» the thickness, the textare and 
rhythmic layering of this chert bed do not support the 
view that these deposits originated as a result of 
metasomatic replacement of carbonate rocks l ike limestone 
or some calcareous shales. 
The banded pyritiferons chert is associated with 
fine-grained pink, grey yellow and sometimes black coloured 
phyllites (shales-t-clays) whidi have been described by 
Sampat Iyengar (1905) as G«R* clays* The volcanic suite 
underlying the phyllites and chert shows pil lew structure. 
In the light of this association« rhythmic layering in the 
chert, their aerial extent and textore, etc*, the present 
author considers this banded chert as a product of direct 
precipitation of s i l i ca gel in the Dharwarian geosyiicline* 
The existence of pillow lavas indicates subaqueous,igneous 
activity which supplied some part of the s i l i ca and initiated 
i ts precipitation* The concentration of s i l i c a was built up 
the subaqueous igneous flows to the extent where inorganic 
precipitalion started. The association with shales and clays 
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shows that Ibe chert was deposited when relatively l i t t l e 
c lastic aaterial was being sopplied to the Dharwarian 
geosyncline* The s i l i ca gel later on underwent dehydration 
and crystal l isation resulting in nicro-crystalline chert* 
Some woxicers (Correns, 1950) consider acidity or alkalinity 
as a cr it ical factor in the precipitation of s i l i ca , while 
others (Krumbine and Garrels, 1952) consider s i l i ca 
precipitation to be largely independent of alkalinity or 
acidity (f)^) or ( \ ) > Oxidation Reduction Co-efficient* 
Pettijohn (i957, p* 444) has discussed this problem in 
c; 
detail and has coj^luded that: "chert is a polygenetic 
rock for which no single mode of origin exists'^* The origin 
of a particHilar chert bed wi l l have to be decided on the 
evidence at hand"« 
The evidence at hand, i * e « , the association with 
basaltic pillow lavas and eugeosynclinal sediments supports 
the view expressed by Davis (1918), Tal i ferro (1933) and 
others that volcanism supplied the s i l i ca and increased 
the concentration upto the point where inorganic precipi -
tation started* The fine clay and ser ic it ic shales and 
schists (6«R. clays) associated with chert bed are most 
probably the fine olastics* The existence of a graywacke 
conglomerate and graywackes indicates geosynclinal environ-
ment of deposition* The rhythmically bedded chert, clays, 
para conglomerates, graywackes, chlorlt ic schist and 
volcanic suite seem to be meiubers of ^ e consanguineous 
association or f ade s * This consanguineous association is 
the characteristic of graywacke suite, i * e » , geosynclinal 
f a d e s . On these grounds the author believes that the 
chert is a chemical sediment deposited under geosynclinal 
ci-
conditions* The asso^ation^ of 4lie f ine clastics, chemical 
precipitates and volcanics indicates concurrent sedimentation 
and igneous activity, whidi is believed to be characteristic 
of eugeosynclines (Kay, 1947)* 
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The origin of Pyrite 
In between the ohert layers, pyrite, where un-
oxidised and a l l combinations of haematite and limonite 
where oxidised^is found. Pyrite layers are found varying 
from a mere film to four or more centimeters in tliickness* 
Sedimentary pyrite, rhythmically interbedded with chert 
and shales has been reported from Michigan (JEames, 1951)^ 
I t can be deposited in reducing and completely oxygen d i f f i -
dent conditions (Krumbine and Sloss, 1963). But the pyrite 
in pyritifeuous chert bed of Chitaldrug schist belt does 
not appear to be of sedimentary origin* Pyrite, where 
unoxidised and limonite haematite where oxidised are found 
along cracks, fractures and joints developed in ttae cherty 
layers (PI. 6 ) . Pyrite cubes and tetrahedrons are found a l l 
over the area. In chloritic schists pyrite and limonite 
cubes and tetrahedrons are found along the schistosity. These 
cubes found along the schistosity generally are associated 
with quartz veins which have intruded along the schistosity. 
planes. At depths, in association with pyrite, chalcopyrite, 
pyrrhotite, galena and other sulphide minerals are also 
found (Radhakrishna, i967c). Few samples from Ingaldhal 
copper lode were analysed over a spectrograph for their trace 
element contents at the Pichia University. The spectrum obtained 
shows the presencee of gold, s i lver , antimony, bismuth, lead, 
zinc and arsenic* 
In the light of this textural and mineralogical 
evidence ani the association ol' other hydrothermal sulphide 
ores, the author believes that the pyrite was not deposi-
ted as a chemical precipitate. I t appears to be related to 
hydro-thermal activity. This hydrothermal mineralisation was 
probably post-Tectonic* 
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2.13 - Granodiorlte 
This rock type is exposed in the northeastern 
portion of the area* I t is reported by (Sampat 
Iyengar, (1950)) as dior ite . Hatch, et a l , (1956) 
believes that no granodiorlte contains s i l i ca less 
than 66«009&. William (1954) considers that Granodiorlte 
contain less than l/3rd and more than l/8th alkali 
feldspars of the total feldspar. The petroohemioal 
study of the samples reveals that i t contains more than 
66*00 s i l i ca and the alkal i feldspar (Normative) content 
is also less than l/8th of the total feldspars* 
Petrography 
It mainly consists of zonea plagioclase, quarts, 
orthoclase, hornblende, accessory biot ite , magnetite, 
apatite and sphene* Zoning in plagioclase is common 
(PI . 56) and the crystals are generally euhedral* The 
central portion of the zoned crystals of the plagioclase 
is generally changed to saussuritic aggregate (P l . 56)* 
Some central zones of the p&agioclase crystals are 
changed to sericite and kaolin while others show hydro-
thermal alteration* The orthoclase grains also show 
sericit isat ion. Some grains of feldspars show reaction 
r i a also* 
Chemical composition 
1 Four sjiaples of granodiorlte were analysed for their 
major elementse The chemical analysis (Tab* 18; Fig* 19) 
shows that the average s i l i c a content of the Chitaldrug 
granodiorlte i s 68*4^ and it varies from 67*4% to 
70*52^* The s i l i ca content of Chitaldrug granodiorlte 
i s higher than the s i l i ca content of average granodiotite 
(Nockolds, 1954) {|nd CrSP-1 granodiorlte USGS standard 
(Flanagan, 1967)* However the lowest value of the s i l i ca 
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oonteBt in samples analysed is almost equal to that 
of GSP-1. 
The alumina varies from 13*26 to 14*63% and averages 
at The correlation coefficient between s i l i ca 
and alumina was found to he of the order of - 0.615* 
The average alumina content of the Chitaldrug granodiorite 
is less than that of the alumina content of average . 
granodiorite and GSP-i* 
0*43fS to 0.64f^ and averages at 0*53^' 
h positive c 
s i l i ca was found* 
A hig  iti  correlation (+0.748) between F®2®3 
The correlation coefficient between s i l i c a and FeO 
sras found to be very poor. The magnesia content of the 
granodiorite from Chitaldrug schist belt shows strong 
negative correlation coefficient with s i l ica* Tlie CaO 
content also decreases with s i l ica* Alkalies shows almost 
perfect positive correlation coefficient with s i l i c a . 
TiOg and PgOg also show positive correlation coefficient 
with s i l i ca whild the MbiO shows a negative correlation. 
I t indicates that almost a l l those oxides irtiich are 
generally present in the mafic minerals decrease with 
increase of s i l i c a . 
The oxide ratios of (Tab* i9 ) Chitaldrug granodiorite, 
average granodiorite and GSP-i do not ta l ly f a i r l y with 
the oxide ratios reported by Golds/ihrnidt (1954) for grano-
diorites* However, the oxide ratios of Chitaldrug grano-
diorite show an evolutionary trend* 
The normative quartz and feldspar content (Tab. 19; 
Fig. 22) indicates the intermediate character of the 
rocks. The 8i and other Niggl i values (Tab. 19, Fig. 2 l ) 
are almost similar to the Si and other values reported by 
Burri (1954) for granodiorLtic magma* 
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The presence of the zoned plagioolase when exaained 
along with chemical data and the Niggli values indicates 
that the granodiorite is probably an Intrusive body into 
the schist belt . 
2»14 - Chitaldrug granite 
The Chitaldrug graflite occupies the £ixis of the cross 
folded anticline (P l . l ) . Two varieties of the granites i e . , 
grey and pink are commonly found in the southern portion 
of the granite body* Towards north it becomes more and 
more gneissic* Large caught up patches of amphibolites 
similar to the orthoamphibolites are found everywhere 
within the granitic exposures. ( P l . 29). Near the xenoliths 
the amount of hornblende^ plagioclase, and epidote was found^ 
to be more than in the portion of the granite away from 
the xenoliths* 
The southern portion of the granite near its contact 
with the orthoamphibolites (Naqvi, 1969) contains more 
amphlbolite xenoliths t h ^ the other portions of the 
granite. These xenoliths are f a i r l y large* The contact 
between the amphlbolite ^nd granite is sharp and discordant* 
The granite and quartz veins are found to be entering Into 
the joints and fractures in the cunphibolltes from the main 
granitic body. 
The c(Hitact with the gneisses is seen exposed at 
only few places* Most of the area between the granites 
and gneisses is covered by soi l and alluvium and the 
nature of the contact could not be ascertained with 
certalnity. The western itnd eastern contacts of the 
granites with gneisses however appear to be gradational. 
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Petrography 
The Chitaldrug granite is hypidiomorphic granular 
rock* The nafic minerals and plagioclase are generally 
euhedral (P I . 57). Most of the orthoolase and microcline 
is subhedral. Quartz occupies irregular, iAtergranular, 
Ck interspaces. It consists minjCLy of quartz, microcline, 
A 
plagioclase, orthoclase, hornblende and biotite* Apatite, 
ilmenite zircon and epidote are found as accessories 
(PI* 58)* Quartz is present in two generations* One gene^ 
ration is in%^  the form of irregular grains while the 
other generation is in the form of inclusions in the 
orthoclase crystals (Pl* 59)* 
Chemical Composition 
Five samples of granite were analysed for their 
major elements (Tab* 21)* The chemical analysis shows 
the following trends* With the increase in the percen-
tage of s i l i ca , alumina, FeO, GaO, TiO^t P g ^ decrease* 
The negative correlation coeff icient between s i l i c a and 
these oxides is shown in Figure 19* With the increase 
in the percentage of s i l i c a POgOg, MgO, Ma^O, KgO, VL^O 
and MqO also increase* The positive correlation c o e f f i -
cient between s i l i ca and these oxides is shown in 
f igure 19. 
The behatiour of magnesia with respect to s i l i ca 
appears to be erratic. With the increase of s i l i c a the 
magnesia is expected to decrease as reported by Divakara 
Rao (1968). I t may be because of more xenolithic content 
in the samples(90 and 90B) which have actually resulted 
in the above reversal trend* 
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The Norms, Niggli values and the Oxide ratios 
are given in tables 20 and 21 and they are graphically 
represented in figures 24, 25, and 26. These data show 
variation from granodiorite to granite. 
Origin of the granite 
The origin of the granitic bodies has been discussed 
by a large number of workers. The l iterature on the 
granites has been reviewed by H»H. Re^d (1957J and more 
recently by Baguin and Wegmann (1965). 
Recently Divakara Rao (1968) has shown by the trace 
element study of the Closepet, Chitaldrug and Hosdurga 
granites that the Closepet and Chitaldrug granites may 
be of metasomatic origin. He proposes that alkali and 
s i l i ca metasomatism of the peninsular gneisses might 
have resulted in this transformation• 
Any theory of the origin of the Chitaldrug granite 
must explain the following facts : 
• The sharp southern contact with the ortho-
amphibolites* 
• The development of orthoamphibolites at 
the contact* 
• The presence of amphibolitio xenoliths* 
• The socalled gradational contact with the 
peninsular gneisses* 
• More than 4*5 miles depth of the granitic 
body (See pro f i l e AA* and BB*)» 
• Differences in the density of the granite 
and associated gneisses* 
• Variation in the chemistry of gneisses and 
Chitaldrug granites. 
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The sharp and discordant southern contact with 
the orthoamphibolite and the development of the ortho-
amphibolite i tse l f indicate that the granite night 
have been intruded into the schist. The presence of the 
amphibolitic xenoliths supports this view* The grada-
tional contact between the granites and gneisses appears 
to be the result of partial assimilation of the gneisses 
The gravity studies show a prominent 'low* on 
the Chitaldrug granite. Bott (1953) and Qureshy, et a lt 
(1968) have studied the gravity anomalies over the 
granites. They are of the opinion that the high negative 
gravity anomalies are located on intrusive granites* 
Bott (1956) concludes that "metasomatic origin with 
upward and sideways migration of surplus mass is inconsis-
tent with the shape of observed gravity anomalies ef 
exposed and unexposed granites'** The anomaly over the 
Chitaldrug granite ( - 13 magal; PI .2 ) also appears to 
be inconsistent with the metasomatic origin of the 
granite. 
The chemical analysis of the Chitaldrug granite 
and the gneisses (Tab. and 21) also do not support 
the view that a lkal i and s i l i c a metasomatism of the 
gneisses has resulted in tbe formation of the Chitaldrug 
granite* The chemistry of the gneisses shows that the 
gneisses from Chitaldrug schist belt are not s i l i ca 
deficient* They contain s i l i c a more than the granites* 
Some of the gneisses contain more than 4% NagO and some 
of them contain more than ^^ cannot be claimed 
at present with the available information whether these 
gneisses existed at the time of the formation of the 
Chitaldrug graalte* Even i f i t is assumed that gneisses 
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existed at the time of the formation of the Chitaldrug 
granite, the ohemioal data and the geological setting 
make it d i f f i cu l t to believe that metasomatisffl is the 
cause for the developnent of the Chitaldrug granite* 
I t is generally believed that the granites are 
the products of orogeny (Bdtcher, 1950; Knopf, 1954; 
Bateman and Eaton, 1967). The existing f i e l d , petro-
lo&ical chemical and geophysical evidence indicates 
•mai 
that the Chitaldrug graniteJm be an intrusive batholith* 
2.15 - Dykes 
There i s a large number of dykes of varying 
composition, texture, and dimensions present in the 
area* Most of the dykes cut across a l l the formations 
in the central part of the Chitaldrug schist belt, 
except two dykes which do not cut across the youngest 
chert and phyllites* Near the copper mines at Ingaldhal, 
(P I . l ) a dyke of gabbroidal composition and texture is 
not found oi^he top of the hill while on both the flanks 
of the h i l l , below cherts and phyllites^ this dyke is 
v is ib le* Another dyke is seen on both sides of the 
synclinal h i l l but it i s not found on the top of the 
h i l l . I t tndicates that these dykes might have intruded 
before the deposition of cherts and phyllites* 
There is a marked variation in the texture and 
mineral composition of the dykes* Some of the dykes 
are porphyritic having phenocrysts of plagioclase, 
while others are dolerit ic showing ophetic texture 
(PI . 60). A few dykes show typical gabbroidal texture 
also. A marked variation in grain size of the dykes can 
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be noticed even in hand specimens. 
Mineralogically also these dykes vary very much* 
A petrological study of these dykes show that in mine-
ralogical composition they vary from gabbroic to 
d ior i t ic composition* 
It is generally believed that most of the dykes 
in Itty-sore are of Ouddapah age (Pascoe, 1950) but the 
fact that some of the dykes do not out across the 
youngest formation indicates that probably there was 
more than one cycle in their emplacement* The ninera-
logical and textural variation appears to support this 
view* However, detailed geochemical studies on these 
dykes are in progress and the results of those studies 
w i l l be published separately. 
2.16 - Conclusion 
The above studies indicate that the main rock types 
of the central part of the Chitaldrug schist belt may be 
divided into orthoquartzite-carbonate and geosynclinal 
facies'. The chemical composition of metasediments and 
their distribution shows the abundance of the sediments 
rich in iron, magnesia and calcium. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Structure of the area 
3.1 - General Statement 
Systeraatic structural analysis of the Chitaldrug 
schist belt has not been done so f a r . It is believed that 
i t has been folded and cross folded into isoclinal and 
open folds plunging towards north (Narayanswamy, 1959). 
For a sound understanding of t i^ stratigraphy cuid the 
geological history of the area i t is necessary to know 
the structure in detail* 
For this purpose the area was mapj^ dd on a scale of 
2 inches to a a i l e . Structural features l ike, bedding (S^^), 
schistosity (Sg)* fold axes (B) and lineations were plotted 
on the geological map* 
The mesoscopic structures from this area were studied 
to know their preferred orientation and the form, orientation 
and the geometry of the mieroscoplc structure of the area* 
3*2 - Statistical method of structural analysis 
The area can be divided into f ive homogeneous domains 
with respect to bedding. From the S^ data in a l l f ive domains 
the TT diagrams were constructed. The stat ist ica l ly defined 
axis of folding in each domain of the area was obtained by 
(X, 
plotting the poles of the measured Sj^  segments. The maximmB-
were obtained, and from these maxima, the segments and 
intersections were obtained (Fig* 24). The maxima were 
brought to one common eircle to obtain the tt circles* 
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Nornal to this A circle is the axis which is the 
same as 7Z axis. The plunge and the trend of a l l the 
mAnor fold axes were collected and pldtted on the lower 
hemisphere of the equal area net (P ig . 25) to know the 
preferred orientation of the fold axes. The schistosity 
planes (Sg), dip, and strike were measured and plotted 
and on the equal areas net (Fig. 26). 
3.3 - The mesostructures of the area 
The metasediments of the area show planar struc-
tures at places where good exposures are avai lable. The 
basic volcanic suite, granite and granodiorite are devoid 
of any planar structure, except Joints which are not 
considered genetically important. 
3.4 - Bedding 
A close examination of a l l the metasediments of 
the area shows that the bedding is surviving in quartzites, 
limestones, magnetite quartzites and ser ic i t ic ferruginous 
pbyllites and cherts. Other rock types of the area do not 
show a planar structure which could be taken as bedding. 
The obliteration of bedding from other rock types of the 
area complicates the deciphering of subsurface structure. 
Bedding furnishes an internal marker* The geometric 
configuration of the bedding re f lects the nature and degree 
of defoamation. I f bedding survives in a deformed body 
something of the original stratigraphy and structure can 
ben inferred. The bedding in most of the metasediments of 
Chitaldrug area is violently distrubed and practically 
unrecognisable* 
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Though the metamorphisn of the area has taken place 
only upto the green schist f a d e s , the formation and the 
arrangement of tabular minerals l ike chlorites, micas 
and anphiboles from argillaceous sediments has resulted 
in the complete obliteration of the bedding and has rendered 
it unrecogniseable. Realising this d i f f i cu l ty any doubt-
ful planar surface has not been considered as bedding. 
Because of the scarcity of bedding measurements, obser-
vations ate not equally distributed throughout the area* 
The recorded data consist of dip and strike* Most of these 
data are plotted on plate No. i with appropriate symbols* 
Except for the graded bedding in the graywackes and 
Kurmerdikere conglomerate and the direction of the convexity 
of the pillow lavas, the primary evidence for top and bottom 
is absent. Seconda^ structural features are complex and 
cannot be uti l ised to determine the sequence of beds with 
any certainty. The indication from graded bedding convexity 
of the pillow lavas, the trend of the plunge, and the 
direction of the closure of the folds at the surface were 
used to record the anticlinal or synclinal attitude of the 
folds, which has helped to a certain.extent in deciphering 
the structure of the area. 
3.5 - Schistosity 
Schistosity is well developed throughout the area in 
metasediments while fracture cleavage is developed at 
localised places* The regional schistosity or fol iat ion 
has been denoted as Sg while the fracture cleavage developed 
on these schistosity planes ( P l . 37) has been taken as> S^. 
The developmeait of S^ is local in chlorite schist and 
phyllites* Surfaces of fo l iat ion that show lustre were 
considered as schistosity, because i t is considered that 
the lustre could be correlated with the degree of mineral 
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alignment paral lel to the surface* Those surfaces which 
do not shoiv lustve and which were developed inclined to 
schistosity paral lel to the axial planes of minor folds 
were considered as fracture cleavages* 
3*6 - Lineations 
The author was able to recognise only the axes of 
fflicrocrenulations on schistosity planes as lineations. 
These micro crenulations are not developed throughout 
the area. Some exposures in the eastern area show their 
development. They are found almost paral le l to the dip 
direction of the schistosity planes* 
3.7 - Folds 
Folds are quite common in this part of Chitaldrug 
schist be lt , and are well developed in magnetite quartzite, 
and pyritiferous cherts* As can be seen from the geological 
and structural map (Pl* i ) , the microscopic structure of 
the area is a big U-shaped fo ld around Chitaldrug* This is 
the major fold of the area and comprises arcuate synclinal 
h i l l s and anticlinal va l leys . On these synclinal h i l l s 
folds of varying dimensions are exposed* These synclinal 
h i l l s appear to be major folds of one generation other than f 
the U-shaped structure* It appears that paral le l to these 
two generations of major folds, two generations of minor 
folds of varying size, geometry and style have developed 
(PI* 2i to P I . 26)* 
One generation of minor folds is paral le l to f i r s t 
generation of major fo lds . They are moderately plunging 
5-206 (PI* 2i )* The trend of the plunge varies from north-
east to north west as the trend of the plunge of the f i r s t 
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generation major folds varies due to cross folding. The 
second generation of minor folds was found to be steeply 
plunging (90-85^) towards south and southeast* On the 
basis of the f i e l d observations and the orientation 
diagrams (Fig. 25 and 26), the folds developed in this 
part of Chitaldrug schist belt may be divided into: 
. First generation major folds - B 
• First generation minor folds > B' 
. Second generation major folds - B^  and 
• Second generation minor folds - B^' 
From the, diagrams (Fig. 24 and 25) cund the attitude 
of the dip and strike of the bedding planes on plate No. 1, 
i t appears that the area was f i r s t folded into moderately 
plunging fo lds . The plunge was towards north and the limbs 
were steeply dipping. The cross folding of the area gave 
r ise to minor secondary folds steeply plunging towards 
south and at the same time i t rotated the previous fold 
axes. This rotation of the ear l ier generation fo ld axes 
is expressed in X and B lineation diagrams (Figs* 24 and 
25). In domain I the plunge of the major syncline was 
found to be almost towards north. In domain I I the plunge 
is towards northeast^ In domain I I I the plunge is towards 
east-northeast, in domain IV the plunge is towards south-
southeast and in domain V the plunge is towards northwest. 
This clearly shows the rotation of the f i r s t generation 
fold axes. First generation minor fold axes are plotted 
in B diagrams (Fig. 26). In a l l the f ive domains the maxima 
were found to be paral lel to the fold axes found in 
diagreuns. Second generation minor folds are also plotted 
on B diagrams. The area is homogeneous with respect to 
second general minor fo lds . In a l l the f ive domains of the 
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area they are steeply plujaging towards south and south-
east • These second generation minor folds and their 
attitude of development have not obliterated or blurred 
the ear l ier generation* The style and geometry of these 
minor folds show much variation. The style varies from 
open (P I . 23) to isoclinal (Pl* 25) and recumbent (P l . 24)« 
Concentric or paral lel folds were also observed* Dishar-
monic folds are also common, and a l l these types vary 
from symmetric to asymmetric types* 
3*8 - The macrostructure of the area 
The change in the orientation of the dip and strike 
data, rotation of the f i r s t generation fo ld axes both 
minor and major (diagrams and B lineation diagrams) shorw 
that the area was f i r s t folded into open isoclinal folds 
having moderate plunge (5-20**) towards north and then 
i t was cross folded into a U-shaped structure having steep 
plunge towards south and southeast* The U-shaped structure 
appears to be a cross folded anticline steeply plunging 
towards south* 
The other major structures of the area are the synclinal 
h i l l s on which invariably the phyllites and cherts are 
exposed* The valleys are anticlinal and consist of traps, 
and chlorit ic schist. The traps together with other f o r -
mations of the area appear to have been folded. The repe-
tit ion of the volcanic agglomerate interbedded with thick 
and massive trap is an evidence for that* 
3.9 - Faults 
At least four major faults occur in this area. A l l these 
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four faults are inferred from l ithological and structural 
evidence. These faults have been naned after the places 
of their occurrence. 
Horekeredevapura Fault; The chlorit ic schist is directly 
in contact of sericite phyllites and magnetite quartzite 
at the eastern side of the synclinal h i l l range of Talya 
region (P I . i ) . The formation found to the west of the 
synclinal h i l l is not repeated in the west* It indicates 
that the western limb of the syncline is probably faulted 
(PI . 7 - Pro f i le CC')* 
Elakranhalli f au l t : It can be seen from Plate 1 that the 
Eiirmerdifcere conglomerate is in direct contact with trap 
in the eastern side ahd with chlorit ic schist in the 
westezn side. This may be considered as the indication 
of faulted contact between Kurmerdikere conglomerate and 
traps* 
Palyanahalll f au l t : The contact between Aimangala conglo-
merate and graywackes appears to be normal, but the contact 
with chlorit ic schist in the west appears to be faulted. 
The graywackes are not repeated in the west of the Aimangala 
conglomerate. Furthermore the nature of the contact between 
graywackes, chloritic schist, traps and Aimangala conglo-
merate near Dodasidavanhalli in the northern area, supports 
the view that the western contact between Aimangala conglo-
merate and chlorit ic schist may probably be faulted. 
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Chikasidavanhalli-Hire Guntanur fau l t : This fault is 
indicated by the topography, shi f t in the geological 
formations, aeromagnetic anomaly and residual gravity 
anomaly. It appears that the dyke exposed at Jogimardi 
h i l l has probably been intruded along this faulted zone 
3.10 - Conclusions; 
This study of the avai lable structural data shows 
that the area was f i r s t folded into isoclinal open folds 
having 5-20** plunge towards north and north-west* I t 
witnessed crossfolding which rotated the earl ier fold 
axes from NNW-NE-ENE-SE and SW directions in f ive 
homogeneous domains. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Gravity and aeromagnetlc surveys 
4.1 - Gravity survey 
The purpose of the gravity survey was to hol-p 
delineate the structure and the l ithological units of 
the area. The gravity surveys are being successfully 
used for delineating the l ithological unitB and elu-
cidation of structure in various parts of the world 
(Hinze, 1959). 
4.2 - Gravity data 
The National Geophysical Research Institute, 
Hyderabad has been engaged in the detailed gravity survey 
of the Chitaldrug schist belt since 1965. Plate No. 2 
is the tectonophysical map of the central part of the 
Chitaldrug schist belt showing Bouguer anomaly contours, 
structure, geology, and the distribution of the gaavity 
stations. In the preparation of this map about 800 gravity 
stations have been used, which include about 600 stations 
occupied by the author himself, and about 200 stations 
occupied by other scientists of the Gravity division of 
the Institute (Qureshy, et a l , 1967). 
Gravity survey along the roads and bullock cart 
tracks was conducted with station spacing of one or two 
furlongs. The observations were carried out with a Worden 
gravlaeter. A network of gravity base stations tied to 
the Bangalore Airport for making the d r i f t corrections 
was established* 
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4.3 - Elevation control 
A good elevation control is a nust for a l l gravity 
surveys and the accuracy of the gravity anomalies i s mainly 
dependent on the accuracy of the elevations, of the points 
where the gravity stations have been established* Wherever 
possible elevations were obtained by levell ing and the 
accuracy for such stations is better than 5 f t . Sometimes 
altimeters were also used, in which case the accuracy was 
of the order of 10 to IS feet* 
4»4 - Computation of the Bouguer anomaly and the probable error 
The observed gravity values at Chitaldrug schist 
belt are relat ive to the value of 978*0386 gals at Banga-
lore airport established by Manghnani and Wooilard ( l963), 
which i tse l f is based on a value of 979*0640 gals at the 
National base at Dehra Dun. The Bouguer anomaly was computed 
by using a density of 2*67 gm/cm for the topography above 
sea level* They are referred to the International Gravity 
Formula of 1930 and are corrected for terrain and curvature 
out to zone 0 of Hayford. By the repeated gravity obser-
vations at the large number of points, the observed gravity 
values were found to be varying within 0.3 mgals. The total 
probable error in the Bouguer anomaly may (due to errors in 
elevation and observed gravity) be placed at +1*5 mgals. 
The Bouguer anomaly values at every half a mile from the 
Bouguer anomaly contour map were fed to IBM Computer to 
remove the regional ef fect (Nettleton, i954). Plate No* 3 
shows the residual gravity anomaly map after remo'eing the 
second order polynomial surface as ' regional ' * 
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4.5 - Penalties of dif ferent l i thological units 
Table 23 shows the density values of dif ferent 
rock types of the area* A part of this table has been 
borrowed from Qureshy et a l , (1967). The probable error 
q 
in the density values is about 0.02 gms/cm . This 
table shows that appreciable density contrast exists 
between the various l ithological units. Lithologically 
different schistose and gneissose rocks do not show 
appreciable difference in their respective densities. 
But this density markedly d i f f e r s from granites and 
traps • 
4 - Gravity anomalies and the lithology of the area 
Plate No* 2 shows that Bouguer anomalies ranging 
from - 56 to - 96 mgals are found over the central part 
of the Chitaldrug'schist belt . Plate No* 3 shows the 
residual gravity anomaly superimposed on the geological 
map of the area* I t can be seen from this contour map 
that the residual anomaly has a total amplitude of 28 
mgals, from - 13 to -t- 15 mgals. A general gravity low 
is found on a l l the l ithological units (Plate 3) i r res -
pective of their density values except the basic volcanic 
suite. On this general ' low' superimposed 'lows' and 
'highs' can be seen* These lows and highs appear to be 
controlled by the thickness of the schist rocks (d = 2.78 
gms/cm ) over the gneissic or granitic basement of lower 
density (d = 2*63 to 2.68 gms/cm ) . A general low on the 
schist may indicate l i t t l e thickness of high density 
schist over the low density gneisses* 
Over the schists of the Tal^a region which have got 
the average density of 2*78 gms/cm the anomaly is of the 
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order of - 2 mgals* This anonaly on both the sides is 
flanked by two lows ( - 7 mgals) f a l l i ng on gnMsses 
(d a 2.68 gm/cm ) and chloritic schist (d a 2.78 gms/ 
cm •). Over the central part of the area, an anomaly 
of the order of 4- 15 mgals (near Hcmdiganahadu v i l l age ) 
and the anomaly of the order of + 10 mgals (near Taekal-
vatt i ) in the shape of a saddle, is found over the basic 
volcanic suite (2.95 gm/om ) . This saddle l ies over the 
cross folded anticlinal axes* The trend of this anomaly 
appears to be NW-SE. This positive anomaly is flanked on 
the northwestern side by a low described above, on the 
eastern side by a low of the order of 8 mgals over 
chloritic schists and graywackes (near Chiksidvanhalli) 
and on the northern side by a low of - 13 mgals over the 
O 
Chitaldrug granite of 2*63 gms/cm density. 
The Chiksidavanhalli low and the low on the 
Chitaldrug granite appear to be related to each other. 
The Chiksidvanhalli low over the rooks of higher density 
may be due to the presence of unexposed granitic mass 
below schists. The existence of the granitic mass below 
this schist may also be inferred from large number of 
quartz euid pegmatitic veins that occur along the schis-> 
toslty plains in this area. Apart from this a granitic 
and granodioritic mass is exposed on the surface six miles 
east of Chikasdidavanhalli ( P l . 8 ) . 
4,7 - Gravity anomalies and structure of the area 
It can be seen from Plate No. 3 that there exists 
a remarkable correlation between the gravity anomalies and 
structure of the area. There are certain anomalies which c 
could be explained on the basis of the surface geology. 
For eKample, the low on the Chitaldrug granite and the high 
on the volcanic suite can be explained by the densities of 
granites and traps. But Chikasidvanhalli low and H.D. 
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Pura-Muttlgutta low cajonot be explained on the basis of 
surface geology because the densities of the formations 
over ^ i c h the anomalies are found are higher than the 
gneisses* The anomaly over the Talya series is - 2 mgals 
while the anomaly over the Chloritic schist in the west 
of the Talya series is - 7 mgals* Both these rock units 
have the same densities. This variation in the anomalies 
over the rocks of equal densities can be explained in 
terms of variation in the thickness of schist rocks. The 
variation in the thickness of schist rocks appears to be 
related with the structure of the area. The synclinal 
portions are expected to preserve a thicker column of 
the schist than the anticlinal portion. The lows on these 
anticlinal portions on which high density materials are 
exposed and the order of lows on the gneisses indicates 
that some low density material (gneissic or granit ic ) 
of great thickness may exist below them* Bott (1956) and 
Qureshy (1968) also have reported gravity lows on unex-
posed granites below high density material* Qureshy et a l , 
(1968) have made a similar study on the Cuddapah basin* 
They conclude that the gravity low on the Cuddapah basin 
consisting of heavier density sediments appear to be due 
to granitic intrusion. 
The rock bodies of basic composition usually give 
a ghigh anomaly. Baker and Bott (1962) have reported gra-
vity high on Free Town Basic Complex of Sierra Leone* The 
gravity high over the basic volcanic suite (gr^y traps) 
was interpreted by Qureshy et a l , (1967) as the combined 
ef fect of the schists and gr^y traps* This gravity high 
is a saddle shaped anomaly. The central portion of the 
saddle l ies over the cross folded anticl inal eucis* The 
lower order of the positive gravity anomaly over the anti -
clinal axis as compared to^ the anomalies on the synclinal 
portions again confirms the structure and the view that 
the anticlinal areas possess comparatively l i t t l e thickness 
of traps and schists. The low over the northern portion 
4 - u ^ <*>K •( ^  a 1 wi. » 4 a . T h i c i 1 All! 1 o A i m l a l n A d a n 
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the basis of the density of the granites. The density 
of the granites is lowest among a l l the rock fornitiojtis 
of the area. The occurrence of the low over granites 
has been reported by Ramberg and Barnes (1944), Cook 
and Murphy (1952), Bott (1958, 1956 and 1961), Bott, 
Day and Masson-Smith (1959), Bott and Smithson (l967), 
Marshall and Narain (1954), Innes (1957) and Qureshy et a l , 
(1967, 1968) from the various parts of the world. Thus 
Batholiths and stock in orogenlc belts from the oldest 
to the youngest have been known to be characterised by 
gravity ' l ows ' . 
4.8 - Estimation of the thickness of the different 
l ithological units 
For calculating the probable thickness of the 
traps, granites and schists at various places and 
determining the subsurface structure, three prof i les 
were taken. 
The approximate circular shape of the isogals 
can be seen from Plate No. 2 and No. 3. I t suggests that 
the anomaly causiig bodies may be of roughly circular cross-
section. But because of limitations of computations and 
the fact that only orders of thicknesses were sought a f ter , 
two dimensional bodies were assumed. The density contrast 
between these l ithological units was taken from measured 
densities as given in Table 22. The gravitational effects 
were computed by using a dot chart for two-dimensional 
bodies (Mil let , 1967), fo r each prof i le until a reasonable 
fit*, was obtained between the 'Residual' and the computed 
points. 
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Prof i le AA' 
Pro f i le AA' (Plate No. 5) was taken in NW-SE direc-
tion running along gneisses, granites traps and schists. 
It shows Bouguer anomaly, aeromagnetic anomaly (NGRI, 
1968), residual gravity anomaly, computed bodies of granite 
and trap and the probable subsurface structire. The subsur-
face structure is based on the surface observations and the 
thicknesses and shapes obtained by gravity computations. 
The thickness of the granite was computed to be 
about 4.5 miles* The thickness of the volcanic suite was 
found to be variable at different places* I t appears that 
probably because of the folding, the thickness of the 
traps is dif ferent at di f ferent places. Near Handiganhadu 
v i l lage the probable thickness may be about^ 1.5 miles* 
Between Kannehedlu and Kakaru v i l lage over the cross folded 
anticlinal axis the probable thickness appears to be even 
less than 0.5 miles* To the south of the Tekalvatti v i l l age 
thickness of the traps was found to be about 1.2 miles* 
This variation in the thickness of the traps is clear in 
a l l three profi les produced here. 
In view of the uncertainties of tte true density 
contrast at depth, assumption of two-dimeniional features, 
ambiguity of interpretation, and the choice of the regional 
and residual anomalies, these figures must be considered 
as approximate and suggestive. 
The assumed shape of the anomalous bodies explains 
the set of the anomalies found in this area* However, i t 
cannot be claimed that this is the only solution. There 
are other possibi l i t ies which may explain gravity anoma-
lies but the assumption made here appears to be best 
f i t t ing to the geology and structure of the area» 
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Pro f i l e BB' 
Prof i le BB* (Plate 6) was taken in SW-NB direction 
running along gneisses, schists, trap and granites. This 
pro f i le also shows that the variation and thickxiess of 
the schist and traps is dependent on the struot ire of the 
area. The schists of the Talya series which are preserved 
along the syncline show fomparatively higher gravity 
anoflialy and consequently larger thickness than the schists 
exposed in the east of i t over an anticlinal portion. The 
thickness of tte granite along this prof i le also was found 
to he the same as above i e . , 4*5 miles. 
Prof i le CC* 
This prof i le also confirms the thickness and conclu-
sions drawn from other prof i les . 
The gravity study indicates that the volcanic suite 
is a bowl shaped body having varying thickness at dif ferent 
places. The thickness of the metasediments and metavolcanics 
i s more in the synclinal portions than in the anticlinal 
portions which is in conformity with the inference drawn 
earl ier from surface observations. The s^ density contrast 
between the granites and the other supercrustal rocks of 
the area, and the distribution of the gravity anomalies 
indicates that the upper part of the crust in this area is 
denser than the granites and that the intrusions of the 
granites has reduced the overall density of the schist 
be l t . 
"" The Aeromagnetlc survey 
Plate No. 4 shows total magnetic intensity contours, 
geology aod structure of the area. The aeromagnetic survey 
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map has been taken from a unpublished report of NGRI 
(1968). 
The total intensity map shows the broad structures 
of the area* It has been inferred (NGRI, 1968) "that the 
magnetic contours trending in NNV and NE and SNE directions 
indicate the structure and metamorphic grain of the region" 
The discussions on the aeromagnetic map are inclu-
ded here to bring out the correlation between surface 
geology, structure, gravity anomaly, and the aeromagnetic 
contours* It can be seen from Plate No. 4 that the total 
magnetic intensity contours are not able to define and 
demarcate different l ithological units. There is no change 
in the contour value to define even the Junction between 
granite and trap- This is probably because of the absence 
of the appreciable difference in the susceptibil it ies of 
the granites, traps and other rock types except the 
ferruginous quartzites, and dykes (Fig. 27). The absence 
of the appreciable amount of the magnetite and consequently 
the low susceptibility can be seen in the chemical data 
and normative magnetite content of traps and granites 
(Tab. 11 and 12). The normative magnetite content of the 
volcanic suite was found to be 1,8% which is a very low 
value as compared to Deccan and other basalts. 
4.10 - Discussion of the aeromagnetic contour map 
An area of 2,200 kms was flown by NGRI. The present 
discussion is restricted to the intensities found in the 
central part of the area which has shown one intense 
anomaly zone and various scattered low amplitude anomalies. 
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4*11 - Intense anomaly zone 
The intense anomaly zone was designated as 
Tekalvatti-Kalehallu-Godabanahallu-Kakeru region* This 
anomaly has got maxiiEum re l i e f of 2,000 gammas (Pro-
f i l e AA') • The spreading of the contours suggest that 
the anomaly causing body may be three dimensional. 
Plate 4 gives the impression that this anomaly 
l ies over the middle part of the volcanic suite. A 
closer examination reveals that most probably the 
anomaly is not related to volcanic suite alone, as 
other areas covered by volcanic suite do not show such 
conspicuous and strong magnetic anomalies over them. The 
susceptibility values of the volcanic suite, the norma-
tive magnetite content and the mineralogical composition 
supports this view. 
The scientists of NGHI (1968) in their report have 
calculated the geometry of the anomaly causing body that 
could explain the observed curve* They have stated that 
the assumption of a dyke l ike body dipping 48** towards 
NW and having a thickness of some 2175 f t and a width of 
2925 f t occuring at a depth of approximately 400 f t . . 
6ould account for the observed anomaly. The computed sus-
ceptibi l i ty of such a body turns out to be 12020 x lO" 
CGS units* Among the susceptibi l it ies of the rocks from 
this region this value may correspond to that of magnetite 
quartzite or dyke rooks. 
On the basis of available aeromagnetic,gravity, 
structural, and geological information it was considered 
that this anomaly may be due to some body of high density 
and high magnetic content.such as ultramafics (N6RI, 1968) 
The ferruginous and pyriteferous/cherts bands were not 
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considered to be the cause of this magnetic anomaly on 
the ground that at many other places these chert bands 
are found but without any significant anomaly being 
recorded* In addition to the subsurface ultramafic body 
this anomaly could be a combined effect of the dykes, 
ferruginous and pyritiferous cherts and the trap, or a 
combination of both* 
4.12 - ChikkassidavanahallioHire Guntanur Zone NW--2 
A zone of anomaly having northwest trend from 
Chikkassidavanahalli to Hire Guntanur can be seen on 
Plate 4* This has been designated as NW-2* I t passes 
fiom Hire Guntanur towards Chikkassidavanahalli and cuts 
across the gneisses, granites, basic volcanic suite, 
chloritio schists, Karmerdikere conglomerate, youngest 
f e r r u g i n o u s and pyritiferous cherts and phyllites* I t 
erosses Jogimardi h i l l and f a l l s upon coarse grained 
dyke exposed on that h i l l . It appears that this anomaly 
zone indicates a fracture system or a fault along which 
dykes may have intruded in some places and at others 
some other magnetic material might have come up through 
the fracture openings* The topographic map of the area 
shows the gaps in topography (57 B/s) aligned paral le l 
to this anomalous zone* There appears to be some shi ft 
in the outcrops of the rock formtions exposed in this 
area* In contrast to this the residual gravity map shows 
a prominent low along this zone. With these four geologic, 
topogrq^ic, gravity and magnetic, lineaments coinciding 
at one place, the Chikkassidavanahalli- Hire Guntanur 
zone appears to be a zone of weakness along which dif ferent 
types of movements might have taken place* 
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4.13 - Conclusion 
The gravity studies have shown that the thickness 
of the metasediments and metavolcanios is more In syn-
clinal portions. The volcanic suite appears to be a 
bowl shaped body having 2*5 kras maximum thickness in 
the cross folded syncline and about 0*5 kms thickness 
in the cross folded anticline* The thickness of the 
granite was found to be about 7.2 kms and i ts slope appears 
to be batholithic* 
A comparison of the gravity anomalies, densities 
and the surface geology indicates that the upper part of 
the crust in this area is denser than the granites and 
the intrusion of the granites has reduced the overall den-
sity of this part of the crust. 
The total intensity contours do not demarcate the 
different lighological units of the area. It ref lects 
the absence of the susceptibility contrast between them* 
The intense anomaly zone over the northern synclinal arc 
may be ( a ) due to a subsurface ultramafic body (b ) a 
combined ef fect of the dykes» ferruginous, pyritiferous 
cherts and basic volcanic suite (c ) or the combination of 
both ( a ) and ( b ) . 
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CHAPTER 5 
The Stratigraphy of the area 
5.1 - General Statement 
Geological and structural mapping of the area ( P l * l ) 
was carried out to decipher the stratigraphlc succession* 
The succession of an area of met amorphic rocks where primary 
sedimentary structures indicating the sequence are almost 
obliterated, can be deciphered with the help of secondary 
structures and the environment of deposition* The sequence 
proposed here is mainly based on the structure emd environ-
ment of deposition inferred from the petrochemistry and petro-
genesis of the rock types. This practice is seldom fo l lo*ed. 
The stratigraphlc sequence should be based on facts* However> 
for the precambrian areas where the data needed for s t r a t i -
graphic sequence is scanty, the consideration of the environ-
ment may be of great belp' 
5.2 - The three-fold classi f ication 
Threefold classif ication of the Oharwars of Chitaldrug 
schist belt proposed by Rama Rao (1940) is as fol lows: 
or-. 
Chitaldrug granite and other later intrusives 
( Brecciated manganiferous The GB R. formation 
and haematite quartzite, of Sampat Iyengar 
clay schists and phyllites with slight modl-
G.R. sandstones* f icat ions. 
Upper ( 
Dharwars J Thin pinkish and green 
Shales and chloritio schists 
Aimangala conglomerate 
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Middle 
Dfaarwars 
Lower 
Dharwars 
( Jafflplanalkankate P l t a i l l and 
Bukkapatna granite Jogiaardi 
and Beliara traps. 
Banded ferruginous quartzite 
Limestone 
Green papery shales» phyl l ites, 
and chloritic and micaceous 
schists forming a highly 
crumpled series 
Talya conglomerate» gr i t and 
quartzites 
Exposed at the sides of 
the lower division and 
typically developed in 
Talya-Vanivilas-Sagar 
and Aimangala region 
Mashed sericitised quartz 
porphyry keratophyre etc. 
Deformed acid intermediate 
flows with tu f f s , ashes, 
agglomerates etc. 
Typically developed in 
central portion of the 
belt in the neighbourhood 
of Chitaldrug 
Massive and schistose-green 
stone with re l i c s of el l ipsoidal 
structures and some dark horn-
blende 
Rama Rao (1940) considers Talya and Aimangala conglomerates as 
an evidence of ujaconformities* These conglomerates should not be 
considered as a sign of unconformity (Section 3*4 and 3*7). Further-
more the structure of the area and the environment of depositico has 
0 o'v'ivc^ .crt A 
not been paid at twt ion , while deciphering the stratigraphical 
sequence. 
The G»R« formation is the youngest sedimentary formation* This 
formation consisting mainly of sericit ic- ferruginous phyllites with 
interbedded chert is exposed on tops of synclinal h i l l s * I t rests on 
the older Jogimardi traps (2364 ^ 155 my - Crawford 1969) and chlori -
t ic schist, where the flow of the igneous material did not reach due 
to some physical barriers in the basin of depositin. The Jogimardi 
traps has-been considered by Rama Rao as intrusive into the schists. 
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The present wjrk and the work by Plohamuthu (1957) has 
shown that this igneous suite is a typical submarine lava 
flow and belongs to eugeosynclinal igneous activity* The 
gravity data have indicated that trap does not extend 
below chloritic schist and hence should not be regarded 
as intrusive* Same way the magnetite quartzite associated 
with Talya conglomerate and the banded pyritiferous chert 
are two dif ferent formations which d i f f e r from each other 
in their mode and time of formation. 
The other important rook type is the chlorit ic 
schist of Rama Rao which does not belong to one group 
and has been divided^^o grayackes and chloritic schists 
and phyllites* 
The structure of the etrea shows that the oldest 
(structurally speaking) formations in the area are gneisses* 
The schistose group of rocks as a whole rest on these 
gBeisses* These factors create doubt regarding.the val idity 
of the three fold c lassi f icat ion and the sequence inferred 
by Rama Rao (1940). 
5.3 - The stratigraphical sequence proposed 
The sericite-quartz-feldspar gaeiss appears to be 
the oldest metasediment in this area. I t rests directly 
on gneisses. In the Talya area this sericite-quartz-feldspar 
gneiss is absent. The actinolite chlorite-quartz schist 
rests directly on gneisses. It is overlain by the Talya 
conglomerate, gr its and micaceous schists* The micaceous 
schists and Talya conglomerate are followed by Phyllites 
and magnetite quartzite and a small patch of argillaceous 
limestone. These formations are folded into a tight synclinal 
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fold pluijging towards northwest. The eastern limb of 
that foia appears to be faulted, hence bringing the 
younger chloritio schist in the contact with magnetite 
quartzite and associated phyllites ( P ro f i l e BB* and C C ) , 
The relation between the rocks exposed at Talya 
region and the next younger formation, the Aimangala 
conglomerate and associated graywackes, is not clear* 
Aimangala conglomerate on the grounds of i t s petrography 
and the mode of origin appears to be younger than the 
Talya conglomerate* The graded bedding in the graywacke 
Indicates that Aimangala conglomerate is older them the 
graywackes. I t i s e:sposed along an anticliDal axis ( P l * l ) 
and is overlain by Chitaldrug graywackes • The formations 
starting from Aimkogala conglomerate appear to belong to 
one consanguineous geosynclinal suite (Nqqvi, 1967). 
Ojci the western side of the Aimangala conglomerate 
Chitaldrug graywacke is exposed, while on the eastern side 
chloritic phyllites and schists are exposed, which appear 
to be younger than the Aimangala conglomerate and associated 
graywacke , 
The Chitaldrug graywacke appears to be followed 
by another thin band of l i th ic graywacke conglomerate which 
has been named as Kurmerdikere conglomerate a f ter the 
v i l lage n^arb|: the typical outcrop. On the basis of petro-
chemical differences and its position and association with 
younger phyllites and traps, this conglomerate has been 
separated from the Aimangala conglomerate. 
Kurmerdikere conglomerate is exposed in an ant i -
clinal va l ley. It appaars that the eastern contact between 
trap and conglomerate is a faulted one, bringing the older 
coi«lomerates in contact with the younger traps. The 
Kurmerdikere c o i « lomerates grade into chlorit ic schist and 
phyllites* 
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The chloritic schist and phyll ltes are followed 
by the thick volcanic suite of the area* The submarine 
volcanic activity was widespread but it appears that the 
flows could not reach at certain places due to some 
physical barriers* Most probably some portions of the 
base of the geosyncline were higher than the level of the 
lava flows, due to which the lava could not readh tbere* 
Thisc condition appears to be the reason for the deposition 
of the youngest formation of ser ic i t ic ferruginous phyllites 
and pyritiferous cherts on both traps and chloritic schists* 
After the depeaition of the youngest series the area 
appears to have witnessed the orogenic deformation resulting 
in the folding, cross folding and faulting and the intrusion 
of the granite. 
5 * 4 - Succession 
On the basis of the above stated observations the 
following successiin in the ascending order is proposed. 
( Dykes 
« ( Chitaldrug granite 
® ( Granodiorite 
^ ( S e r i c i t i c and ferruginous phyllites 
a ( with pyritiferous chert 
Jogimardi trap i 
Volcanic agglomerate \ Basic volcanic suite 
2 ( Orthoamphibollte ) 
« ( Chloritic phyllites and schist 
•H ( Kurmerdikere conglomerate 
g ( Graywacke 
(Aimangala conglomerate 
S ( Limestone 
u Sericitic phyll ite and magnetite quartzite 0 ( Talya conglomerate and Micaceous schists 
" (Act inol i te -chlor ite -quarts scliist and 
inter-bedded quartzite 
rH ( Sericite-quartz-feldspar gneiss ) ^ 
^ (Gran i t i c and quartzitic gneisses) 
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chapter 6 
The finvironment of deposition and the geological 
history of the area 
6.1 - General statenent 
"The Archaean has been and s t i l l is terra incognita 
of geology" (Pettijohn, 1943 p. 296). 
The above statement of Pettijohn appears to be more 
than correct atleast for Archaeans (Dharwars) of India* 
T i l l 1940, i t was believed ibhat a l l the Archaeans of 
India have been formed from igneous rocks in some way 
or the other* Pichaauthu (1935a, b, c, d) and B. Rama Rao 
(1940) produced evidences of sedimentation which brought 
•^he a new outlook to the Precambrian geologists. These 
e f for ts dealt mainly with the problems of correlation of 
Dharwars afihd Wie s4«dy t ^ nature asd origin th-e 
Dharwars and the study of the nature and origin of the 
Dharwar sddiments was not undertaken* Consequently the 
information about the environment of deposition of Dharwars 
and the geological history is scanty. 
6.2 - The environment of deposition 
Plchamuthu (l957b) believes that the rock types 
exposed in the Talya region are ortho-quartzite.carbonate 
association atnd they are supposed to indicate cratonic 
condition of deposition. He (1946-67) further states 
that the wide extent of the Chitaldrug schist belt east 
of Anajl-Janehar line (Chitaldrug series ) is devoid of 
orthoquartzite-carbonate association and this area is 
probably the locus of geosynclinal sedimentatlai • The 
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The presence of cross bedded quartzite, and a patch of 
limeibtone near Talya and the absence of this type of 
sediments to the east of Talya series supports this view. 
However, the over a l l composition of the sediments of Talya 
do not support this view. The sediments of orthoquartzite-
carbonate facies should be texturally and mineralogically 
mature. The immature sediments of Talya series may be 
the result of provenance. Ifhatever the case may be the 
presence of the crossbedded quartzites indicates cratonic 
conditions of deposition of Talya series. 
The deposition in geosynclines is ref lected by the 
great thidcness of the metasediments, the predominance 
of the graywackes marked by graded bedding, association 
with tuf f and sp i l i t i c greenstones. The sedimentation of 
epicontinental basins is marked by cross bedded and well 
washed sands, wide spread limestones and shales of small 
thickness (Pettijohn, 1943). 
The sediments of Talya region show a f f in i t i e s to 
the orthoquartzite-carbonate fac ies . These sediments 
as their structures, textures and petrochemistry indicate 
were probably deposited in an epicontinental basin. 
The f ie ld and petrochemical characters of the rocks 
exposed east of Talya region are completely di f ferent 
than the rooks of the Talya series. They appear to belong 
to a consanguineous graywacke suite (Naqvi, 1967-1969) 
which was deposited in an eugeosyncline. 
6.3 - Geological history 
It appears that iJi the beginning the deposition in 
epicontinental shallow basin started and the Talya series 
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%as deposited* Af ter the deposition of Talya series 
the sinking of the basin took place* Rapid down sinking 
nadeppossible hasty accumulation, resulting in thick 
graywackes and shales. I t may also be argued that the 
Talya series and the Chitaldrug series are time-equivalents . 
Rocks of Chitaldrug series are submarine and their coastal 
equivalents are the sedftAents of Talya series. In such a 
case the gradation between the coastal Talya series ana 
the submarine, Chitaldrug series is expected* Such type 
of gradation was not noticed* Furthermore, the work 
carried out on adjoining areas (Pitchamuthu, 1935a, b, c; 
1967) (Narayanaswamy, 1966) do not support this view. 
After the deposition of shales (chlor it ic schist) 
subaqueous igneous activity took place, which on varying 
degree of sp i l i t i sat ion gave r ise to present volcanic suite* 
This subaqueous igneous activity which is the characteristic 
of eugeosynclines might have increased the s i l i c a content 
of the geosynclinal waters resulting in inorganic precipi -
tation of bedded chert. The inorganic precipitation of 
s i l i c a and the supply of exceedingly fine grained material 
gave r ise to the youngest sedimentary formation of the area* 
After the deposition of chert and associated!* phyllites 
the area appears to have witnessed orogenic defozmation 
and the emplacement of granites and granodiorites took place. 
The Talya and Chitaldrug series represent the typical 
geosynclinal cycle* It has been recognised long ago, that 
the In i t i a l sediments in a mobile tract may be quite dif ferent 
ffom those which followed*^ Marel Bertrand (as quoted by 
Pettijohn, 1957) formulated the f a d e s concept and recognised 
that the several f a d e s commonly followed one another in a 
systematic way* 
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Kryuine (1941, 1942, 1945) applying the concept 
of Bertrand to Appalachain geosyncllne, came out with 
a generalised picture of geosynoline cycle* He considered 
that there are three tectonic stages, i . e « , namely: 
1* Peneplanation (or early geosynclinal) characterised 
by the deposition of f r i s t cycle of orthoqaartiltes and 
carbonates on a fluctuating f l a t surface* 
2* A geosynclinal stage proper marked by trough deposition 
interrupted by marginal upwarping and shi ft of ear l ier 
deposited sediments to the centre of the trough after low 
rank metamorphism the graywacke suite, and 
8. Post geosynclinal stage or up l i f t (commonly marked by 
fau l t s ) after folding and magmatic intrusion of the geo-> 
syncline characterised by arkoses* 
This cycle of geosynclinal development can be visualised 
at Chitaldrug schist belt also* The sediments of the Talya 
series represent the early geosynclinal stage* The sediments 
of the Chitaldrug series (Graywacke suite) represent the 
geosynclinal stage and the post geosynclinal stage is repre-
sented by granitic and granodioritic intrusions only. The 
sequence (Chapter 6) proposed by the author f i t s into these 
stages of geosynclinal development* 
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S Y N O P S I S 
The integrated geological, geophysical and geochemical 
studies iver the central part of Chitaldrug schist belt Mysore, 
were carried out to determine the environment, structure, 
thickness, succession, and the geological history of the area* 
An area of about 464 sq. kms (290 sq^miles) was mapped 
on 2" = ^ mile scale and the structural data S^ and B were 
appropriately plotted on the geological map. More than 450 thin 
sections were examined under the microscope* About ninety samples 
of almost a l l the rock units were analysed for their major elements. 
Six hundred gravity stations were established. These gravity 
stations together with those already established by ear l ier workers, 
were used in preparing Bouguer emd residual gravity anomaly j a a p s . 
The area is mainly covered by schists, basic volcanic suite, 
cherts, granites and gneisses, along with a minor amount of coarse 
grained sandstone (quartzite) and sandstones rich in quartz and 
feldspars. Seventeen main rock types were identif ied in this area. 
The schistose rocks (actinolite-chlorite-quartz schists, 
chlorit ic schists and phyllites and metagraywackes) contain less 
than 62^ s i l i ca . They are rich in iron, magnesia and calcium. The 
overall composition of these metasediments is equivalent to that 
of basic or intermediate rock types. 
The composition of basic volcanic suite varies from tho-
l e i i t i c basalt to andesites and sp i l i t es . This compositional 
variation appears to be related to the varying degree of s p i l i -
tization of original thole i i t ic magma. 
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The bedded chert found with ser ic i t ic phyllltes and 
resting over volcanic suite, appeals to be inorganically preci -
pitated s i l i c a . The submarine volcanic activity night have 
increased the s i l i ca content of the geosyncline which was pre-
cipitated in the fozin of bedded chert. 
Field and laboratory data of Chitaldrng granites indicate, 
that it may be an intrusive body along the cross folded anticlinal 
axis. The peninsular gneisses of this area are highly acidic and 
ffluch variation was noticed in their overall composition* Their 
petrochemical characters indicate that probably they do not belong 
to one petrographic, genetic or perhaps even one stratigraphic 
group. 
The main rock types of this part may be divided into 
orthoquartzite - corbonate and geosynclinal facies* 
These metasediments and metavolcanics have been tightly 
folded and cross folded. The analysis of the structural data shows 
that the area was f i r s t folded into isoclinal and open folds 
having 5®-20® plunge towards north and northwest. It witnessed 
cross folding also, which rotated the earl ier fo ld axes from N-NW 
to N-NE to E-NE to S-SE to NW directions. The second generation 
minor fold axes plunge steeply towards south and southeast. Through-
out the area the subvertical schistosity was found to be developed 
in N-S direction (l75'*N). Occasionally micropuckers and lineatious 
developed on the schistosity planes were also noticed* 
The analysis of the Bouguer and residual anomalies and the 
computation of the thicknesses of l ithological units along certain 
pro f i les , show that the basic volcanic suite is probably a bowl 
shaped body having varying thicknesses (maximum 2.4 kms) at d i f f e -
rent places. The thickness of the schist rock also was found to be 
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different at different places. This variation in the thickness 
appears to be related with the structure of the area. The thick-
ness of the metasediments and oetavolcanics was found to be 
greater in the synclinal portions than in the anticlinal portions. 
The probable depth of the Chitaldrug granite appears to be of the 
order of 7.2 kms. The pattern and the order of the gravity anomaly 
over it shows that the anomalous body may be of batholithic shape. 
The density data and the distribution of the gravity anomalies 
show that the upper part of the crust in this area is denser than 
the granites and the granitic ihtrusion has reduced the overall 
density of the schist be l t . 
Whereas the gravity studies have delineated the l ithological 
V 
and structural units of the area, aeromagnetic survey was not able 
to demarcate the boundaries of the different l ithological units. 
This may be because of the absence of an appreciable difference in 
the susceptibi l it ies of the dif ferent l ithological units. The 
intense anomaly zone over the northern synclinal arc may be ( a ) due 
to a subsurface ;altramafic body (b ) the combined ef fect of highly 
magnetic dykes and volcanic suite and ferruginous and pyritiferous 
chert, ( c ) or the combination of both ( a ) and ( b ) . 
On the basis of the structure, petrogenesis and the environ-
ments of deposition of the dif ferent rock types the following success-
ion is proposed. 
S ; Dykes 
•H { Chitaldrug granite 
0't Granodiorite 
® I Sericitic-ferruginous phyllite and pyritiferous chert 
bO ; Jogimardi Trap v 
2 • Volcanic agglomerate | Basic volcanic suite 
2 I Orthoamphibolites ' 
^ t Chloritic phyllites and schists 
•H ! Kurmerdikere conglomerate 
o ' graywackes 
! Aimangala conglomerate 
^ TTiimestones 
Jh I Sericit ic phyllite and magnetic quartzite 
n ! Talya conglomerate and micaceous schist 
CO I Actinolite-chlorite-quartz schist and interbedded qpiartzite 
>> I Gneisses ? 
rt 
Eh 
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The above Integrated studies indicate that these rocks 
belong to eugeosynclinal cycle. I t appears that in the beginning 
the basin was shallow in which the sediments of Talya series 
were deposited, after which the basin witnessed rapid sinking 
and sediments representing geosynclinal stage (Chitaldrug series ) 
were laid down. The orogenic movements resulted in the folding 
and cross folding of the sediments. The last major episode of 
the area apart from the Dykes intrusion appears to be the emplace-
ment of Chitaldrug granite along the cross folded anticlinal axis. 
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TABLE-2. CHEMICAL GDMPOSITION OF THE MATRIX OF 
THE TALYA, AIMANGALA, jEOJRMERDIKEBE 
CONGLOMERATES MICACEOUS SCHIST AND 
ACTINOLITE-CHLORIT E-QUART Z-S CHIST 
Sample No. i Nj~22 
2 
NA-516 
3 
Kc/5 
4 
MS/45 
5 
1054 A 
SiOg 61.60 60.85 64.81 72.60 57.83 
13.27 13.49 13.62 13.27 14.38 
2.83 1.82 2.66 0.83 2.36 
FeO 5.50 4.24 6.00 1.50 8.00 
MgO 2.10 3.04 2.92 2.10 5.17 
CaO • 7.48 6.68 4.30 3.48 7.98 
NagO 0.60 4.60 0.70 0.20 1.30 
4.20 1.10 1.30 4.50 0.50 
V 1.50 1.45 1.40 1.50 1.25 
Ti02 0.85 1.35 0.69 0.75 0.80 
0.80 0.50 - 0.69 0.43 
MnO 0.12 0.22 0.11 0.12 0.32 
Total 
1. Matrix of the Talya cojoglomerate 2. Matrix of the Aimangala 
Conglomerate 3. Matrix of the Kurmerdikere conglomerate 
4. Micaceous schist associated with Talya conglomerate 
5. Actinolite-chlorite-Quartz schists. 
I S S 
TABLE-3. MODEL ANALYSIS OF THE MATRIX OF 
THE CONGLOMERATE 
Modes 1 2 3 
Quartz 41.5 39.8 34.5 
Chert-quartzite 9.5 6.0 14.5 
Potash Feldspar 4.6 3.0 -
Plagioclase - 8.0 2.0 
Rock fragments - 12.01 20.0 
Micaceous minerals 
Chlorite, Sericite, 
Biotite etc. 
34.4 30.5 28.0 
Matrix of the: 
1 Talya Conglomerate 
2 Aimangala Conglomerate and 
3 Kumerdikere Conglomerate. 
IZD 
TABLE-4. CHMflCAL COMPOSITION OF BANDED PYKITIFEROUS CHERT 
AND l^AGNETITE QUARTZITE 
Sample No. 10 49 339 375 
Magnetite quartzite Pyritiferous chert 
SiOg 46.21 47.68 74.78 39.59 
0.90 0.43 1.70 1.83 
25.29 27.68 16.75 42.80 
FeO 18.96 18.26 - -
MgO 1.44 1.30 1.44 1.80 
CaO 2.84 1.48 1.48 0.75 
Na^O = s = = 
KgO = = = = 
0.65 0.51 0.56 0.58 
MnO 1.25 1.18 0.13 0.13 
S * * * * 
= absent or present as traces 
- not estimated 
* present but not quantitatively estimated. 
m 
TABLE-5. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF TJHE CHITALDRUG 
GKAYWACKES 
Sample No G2 G3 G4 5201 520H 520C 520E 
SiOg 63.43 60.50 65.58 62.97 60.04 61.72 61.35 
12.55 15.17 11.27 14.66 15.50 17.24 15.17 
5.05 5.14 3.32 5.72 5.26 5.38 5.17 
MgO 3.02 3.35 3.02 3.02 4.02 3.35 3.69 
CaO 6.77 7.18 7.63 5.91 5.67 3.72 4.16 
NagO 3.67 3.92 4.12 3.07 4.36 4.35 4.97 
2.48 1.67 1.40 1.81 2.31 1.12 2.68 
H^O 2.34 2.38 2.21 2.24 2.02 2.12 2.18 
Ti02 0.39 0.42 0.45 0.37 0.35 0.38 0.39 
0.51 0.52 0.51 0.54 0.50 0.49 0.48 
MnO 0.06 0.06 0.05 trace 0.43 0.46 0.03 
Total 100.27 100.31 99.56 100.31 100.36 100.33 100.24 
NaaO 3.42 3.86 2.73 4.64 3.55 3.96 3.05 
Na^O 0.67 0.42 0.34 0.58 0.50 0.25 0.53 
Alk 
AI2O3 0.49 0.39 0.49 0.33 0.42 0.31 0.50 
TABLE-5 (Contd.) 13 i 
Sample No. 514 523 
/ 
679 Average Std. 
dev. 
r 
SlOg 59.55 62.73 60.81 61.86 1.73 
15.17 12.87 15.89 14.56 1.69 -.774 
5.14 5.43 5.20 5.08 0.61 -.588 
MgO 4.29 3.35 4.69 3.58 0.55 -.741 
CaO 6.10 6.41 3.89 5.74 1.31 .428 
Na^O 4.50 3.90 4.15 4.10 0.48 -.426 
2.29 1.51 1.83 1.90 0.47 -.333 
HgO 2.15 2.20 2.13 2.19 0.10 .342 
TIO2 0.40 0.42 0.52 0.40 0.04 .125 
0.49 0.50 0.51 0.50 0.01 .332 
MnO 0.10 0.31 0.25 0.17 0.16 -.316 
Total 100.18 99.53 99.87 
NagO 3.37 3.30 3.82 3 .57 
V 
NagO 0.50 
0.38 0.44 0.46 
Alk 0.44 0.42 0.37 0.41 
FegOg (Total Iron) 
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TABLE-7. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOME PRECAMBRIAN 
GIUYWACKES 
1 2 3 4 5 
SiOg 64.43 64.67 62.61 62.40 61.52 
15.48 13.41 16.78 15.20 13.42 
6.65* 6.27* 0.38 0.50 1.72 
PeO - - •5.81 4.61 4.45 
MgO 3.12 3.23 2.99 3.52 3.39 
CaO 2.22 3.04 2.80 4.59 3.56 
Na^O 3.74 2.99 3.70 2.68 3.79 
2.44 2.02 1.56 2.57 2.17 
- - 2.06 1.63 2.39 
TiOg 0.62 0.57 0.68 0.50 0.62 
- - 0.16 - -
MnO — — 0.18 — — 
Total 
A1 0 
2 3 
NagO 
V 
NagO 
Alk 
4.13 4.48 4.53 5.67 3.54 
0.65 0.67 0.42 0.95 0.57 
0.40 0.37 0.31 0.34 0.44 
1 Wyoming graywackes (Condie, 1967); 2 Precambrian 
graywacke (Pettijohn, 1963); 3 Yellowknife graywacke 
(Boyle, 1961); 4 Archaean graywacke (Grout, 1929); 
5 Archaean graywacke (Todd, 1928). 
* Total iron 
1 % 
TABLE-8. CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOME GRAWACKES 
OF LATER AGES 
— — — — 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
SiOg 66.91 71.72 66.82 65.95 71.10 69.70 67.50 69.70 
13.59 13.23 18.83 13.52 13.90 14.30 13.50 14,30 
5.29* 0.30 2.58 6.58* 3.00* 3.80* 4.50* 4.60* 
FeO - 3.58 2.87 - - - - -
MgO 2.09 1 .81 0.67 1.88 1.30 1.20 2.20 1.80 
CaO 3.69 1.80 2.67 3.10 1.80 1.90 2.40 1.30 
Na^O 2.98 2.72 2.11 3.70 3.70 3.50 3.60 3.10 
K^O 1.99 1.29 1.34 2.01 2.30 2.40 1 .70 1.40 
- 2.68 2.13 3.13 - - - -
TiOg 0.38 0.35 - 0.55 0.50 0.60 0.50 0.50 
- 0.09 - - - - - -
Total 
NagO 
Alk 
4.56 4.89 8.92 3.65 3.75 4.10 3.80 4.60 
0.66 0.47 0.63 0.54 0.52 0.68 0.47 0.45 
0.36 0.30 0.18 0.42 0.43 0.41 0.39 0.31 
1. Modern graywaokes sediment (Whetten, 1966); 2 Franciscan graywacke 
Tal iaferro, 1943); 3 Balclutha graywackes (Marshall, 1918); 
4 Marlborough graywacke (Henderson, 1935); 5 Composite lower Mesozoic 
6 Average lower Mesozoic graywacke, New Zealand (Reed, 1957); 
7 Average Franciscan graywacke (Jurassic) (Bailey et a l , 1964); 
8 Average Harz Mountain graywacke (Paleozoic) (Mattiat, 1960). 
1 3 5 
TABLE-9. AVERAGE CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF SOME 
IGNEOUS ROCKS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 
SiO^ 72.08 66.88 51.33 72.26 68.84 51.83 
Al^Og 13.86 15.66 18.00 13.18 14.01 15.01 
0.86 J .33 3.40 0.56 0.53 1.29 
FeO 1.67 2.59 5.70 1.77 2.87 8.65 
MgO 0.52 1.57 6.01 2.01 1.98 6.05 
CaO 1.33 3.56 10.07 1.02 3.95 11.89 
Na^O 3.08 3.84 2.76 3.38 3.84 2.20 
5.46 3.02 0.82 3.87 2.36 0.65 
0.53 0.65 0.45 0.29 0.25 1.55 
TiO^ 0.37 0.57 1.10 0.28 0.32 0.61 
0.18 0.21 0.16 0.22 0.51 0.54 
MnO 0.06 0.07 0.16 0.08 0.11 0.14 
Total 
1 Average granite; 2 Average granodlorite; 
3 Average basalt; (Nockolds, 1954); 4 Ave-
rage Chitaldurg granite; 5 Average Chital -
durg granodiorite 6 Average Volcanic suite 
(Naqvi, present thes is ) . 
i n 
TABLE-IO. CHMICAL COMPOSITION OF CULPRITIC 
SCHIST AND PHYLIITE 
Phi Ph2 894 1180B 255 Average Std. 
dev. 
r 
SiO^ 55.58 54.65 55.42 55.42 59.16 56.04 1.59 
15.01 15.27 14.04 15.06 13.21 14.51 0.77 -.869 
2.62 3.34 3.42 3.06 3.05 3.09 0.28 -.198 
FeO 4.67 4.83 4.25 3.73 5.55 5.00 5.85 .313 
MgO 4.36 2.68 7.04 5.03 6.44 5.11 1.54 .546 
GaO 7.54 10.20 6.72 9.22 2.80 7.29 0.80 -.934 
Na^O 4.25 2 .72 3.48 5.12 4.16 3.94 2.55 .280 
K^ O 2.15 2.28 0.64 0.90 0.51 1.29 0.80 -.587 
HgO 2.32 2.65 2.06 2.10 3.42 2.51 0.76 .819 
TiOg 0.51 0.33 0.40 0.45 1.05 0.54 0.50 .994 
0.52 0.52 0.51 0.52 0.25 0.46 0.25 .980 
MnO 0.47 0.56 0.56 0.15 0.24 0.39 0.10 -.516 
Totall00.09 99.97 100.54 100.79 99.81 
SiO 2 
Na^O 
KgO 
WT^o 
3.70 3.57 3.94 3.58 4.ft7 
3.53 5.61 4.03 2.95 3.17 
0.50 0.83 0.18 0.17 0.12 
3.86 
3.68 
0.32 
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TABLE-IIB. VAJRIATION OF OXIDES IN VOLCANIC SUITE 
Oxides 
Wt 1o. Min Max. Av. Std. dev. r 
SiO^ 46.50 56.91 51.83 2.00 
12.13 19.28 15.01 1.85 -.339 
0.40 2.59 1.29 0.53 -.233 
FeO 5.84 10.85 8.55 1.15 -.391 
MgO 2.20 9.36 6.05 1.69 -.036 
CaO 6.73 17.24 11.89 2.06 -.628 
NagO 0.56 3.67 2.20 0.77 + .562 
KgO 0.10 2.50 0.65 0.46 + .433 
HgO 1.03 2.20 1.55 0.32 + .198 
TiOg 0.20 1.11 0.61 0.20 -.240 
0.20 0.98 0.54 0.18 + .197 
MnO 0.10 0.17 0.14 0.01 -.473 
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TABLE-17 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF THE SERICITIC 
FERRUGINOUS PHTLLITES 
292 
gray yellow 
352 
red 
286B 
red Average 
Std. 
Dev. r 
SIO^ ^ 72.98 72.54 64.26 73.64 70.85 3.82 
A1203 12.46 15.44 15.64 7 .33 12.71 3.85 -.588 
0.52 0.94 12.15 7.80 ,5.35 4.87 -.746 
FeO 0.65 3.92 0.45 0.75 1.44 1.43 .323 
MgO 1.93 2.25 1.51 1.51 1.80 0.31 .448 
CaO 2.72 0.53 1.37 2.36 1.74 0.85 .320 
NagO 1.20 0.98 0.73 0.48 0.84 0.26 .175 
3.12 2.96 0.93 1.31 2.08 0.97 .614 
2.49 1.34 2.92 3.08 2.45 0.68 -.300 
TIO^ 0.77 0.31 0.69 0.62 0.59 0.17 -.249 
0.06 0.12 0.10 0.10 0.09 0.02 -.153 
MdO 0.08 0.11 0.01 0.03 0.05 0.03 .615 
Total 98.98 101.14 100.76 99.01 
OXIDE RATIOS 
SiO„ 
-- i 5.85 4.63 4.10 10.01 5.57 
AloO. 
r s - — 10.30 15.75 21.43 15.27 15.13 NagO K5O 
2.60 3.07 1.27 2.72 2.47 NagO 
t^H 
table-18 chemical composition of chitaldrug 
granodiorite and niggli values 
1184B 1184C 1185 1186 Average Std. dev. r 
SiO^ 68.58 68.62 67.64 70.52 68.84 1.04 
14*28 14.68 13.88 13.26 14.01 0.50 -.615 
0.62 0.45 6.43 0.64 0.53 0.09 .748 
FeO 2.53 2.53 3.30 3.13 2.87 0.34 .057 
MgO 2*15 2.15 2.12 1.50 1.98 0.27 -.909 
CaO 4.00 3.69 4.42 3.70 3.95 0.29 -.755 
NagO 3.70 3.80 3.56 4.30 3.84 0.27 .988 
KgO 2.60 2.60 2.75 1.50 2.36 0.50 .966 
HgO 0.25 0.29 0.26 0.22 0.25 0.02 -.860 
0.32 0.34 0.30 0.34 0.32 0.01 -.766 
0.68 0.62 0.25 0.50 0.51 0.16 .328 
MDO 0.10 0.15 0.09 0.08 0.11 0.03 -.333 
Total 99.48 100.10 99.75 100.10 
NIGGLI VALUES 
si 289.12 291^30 278 .70 318.10 294.30 14.54 
kl 35.50 36.50 33.50 35.20 35.18 1.08 .350 
fm ^4^.50 24.00 25.50 24.00 24.50 0.61 -.729 
c 18.00 17 .00 19.50 18.00 18.12 0.89 -.392 
alk 22.00 22.50 21.50 23.00 22.25 0.55 .925 
qz 101.10 101.30 92.70 126.10 105.30 12.50 .997 
k 0.32 0.31 0.33 0.18 0.28 0.06 -.974 
fflg 0.55 0.56 0.48 0.42 0.50 0.05 -.615 
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TABLE-19 CIPV NORMS AND OXIDE RATIOS OF CHITALDHUG 
GRANODIORITE 
1184B 1184C 1185 1186 Average 
q 25.86 25.92 23.34 29.92 26.26 2,35 
or 15.57 15.57 16.12 8.90 14.04 2.97 
ab 31.44 31.96 29.87 36.15 32.35 2*32 
an 13.07 14*18 15.85 14.48 14.39 0.99 
( wo 1 .28 0.35 1.86 0.35 0.96 0.64 
DI ( en 0.60 0.20 0.90 0.20 0.47 0.29 
( fa 0*66 0.13 0.92 0.13 0.46 0.34 
( en 4.60 5.00 4.40 3.50 4.37 0.54 
hy 
2.90 2.64 4.22 4.62 3.95 0.84 
mt 0.93 0.93 0.70 0.70 0.81 0.11 
i l 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 0.61 
ap 1.68 1.34 0.67 1.34 
Total 99.20 99.83 99.46 100 .90 
OXIDE RATIOS 
NagO 
CaO 0.91 1.03 
0.81 1.16 0 
FeO 
MgO 1.18 1.18 1.56 2,08 
Si02 
Mg0 31.89 31.91 31.90 
47.01 
CaO 0.64 
0.70 0.62 0.40 
Fed 0.25 
0.24 0.14 0.14 
TABLE-20 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF CHITALDRUG GRANITE 
AND NIGGLI VALUES "" 
90 90B 1133 1213B 1214 Average ^ dev. 
SiOg 75.37 37 .36 71.06 69.97 71.57 72.26 1 .89 
12.10 13.00 13.26 14.24 13.34 13.18 0.68 -.950 
0.88 0.73 0.64 0.23 0.35 0.56 0.24 .867 
FeO 0.95 1.65 •2.37 2.08 1.80 1.77 0.47 -.909 
MgO 2.25 2.57 1.94 1.68 1.62 2.01 0.35 .7 28 
CaO 1.40 1.40 3.39 3.85 3.14 2.61 1.01 -.940 
NagO 3.28 3.86 3.40 3.40 3.00 3.38 0.27 .155 
4.58 3.70 3.08 4.00 4.00 3.87 0.48 .557 
0.38 0.42 0.21 0.25 0.23 0.29 0.08 .805 
Ti02 0.19 0.19 0.35 0.30 0.39 0.28 0.08 -.751 
0.01 0.15 0.40 0.12 0.44 0.22 0.16 -.547 
MnO 0.09 0.11 0.08 0.07 0.09 0.08 0.10 .633 
Total 100,89 101.11 100.06 100.19 99.92 
NIGGLI VALUES 
si 363.00 351.10 324.72 310.10 354.70 340.72 19.96 
al 34.50 37.00 35.50 37.00 36.50 36.10 0.96 -.399 
fm 29.00 27.00 24.00 19.00 20.50 23.90 3.77 -.654 
C 7.00 7.00 16.00 18.00 16.5« 12.90 4.86 -.717 
alk 29.50 29.00 24.50 26.00 26.50 27.10 1.88 .745 
qz 145.00 135.10 126.72 106.10 li8.70 132.34 15.20 .944 
k 0.48 0.38 0.62 0.43 0.46 0.47 0.08 -.252 
Mg 0.56 0.24 0.54 0.57 0.58 0.49 0.12 -.233 
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table-21 cipw norms and oxide ratios of chitaldrug 
granite 
90 90B 1133 1213B 1214 Average 
( 
i 
hy| 
q 32.C6 29.88 29.52 24.36 30.18 29.34 2.73 
or 27.29 21.68 18.35 23.91 23.91 23.02 2.94 
ab 27. T7 32.49 28.82 26.82 25.15 28.61 2.35 
an 4.73 6.12 11.42 11.40 10.84 8.90 2.88 
c - 0*40 - - - - - -
wo 0.93 - 1.04 2.90 0.81 1.13 0.95 
en 0.70 - 0.50 1.50 0.40 0.62 0.49 
fs 0.13 - 0.53 1.32 0.40 0.47 0.46 
en 4.90 6.40 4.30 2.60 3.70 4.38 1.28 
fs 0.53 2.10 2.77 1.85 1.98 1.84 0.73 
mt 1.39 0.93 0.93 0.23 0.46 0.78 0.40 
i l 0.46 0.46 0.76 0.61 0.76 0.61 0.13 
ap - 0.16 1.01 0.34 1.01 0.50 0.42 
Total 101.59 100.63 99.93 99.84 99.60 
• 
OXIDE RATIOS 
Na_0 
7r#- 2.34 CaO 
2.68 1.03 0.88 0.95 
FeO 
MgO 
0.42 0.64 1.22 1.24 1.11 
SiOg 
MgO 
33.49 28.54 36.62 41.64 44.17 
KgO 
C^atT 3.27 2.64 0.93 1.03 1.27 
FegOs 
Feir 0.92 0.44 0.27 0.11 
0.19 
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A D J O I N I N G A R E A S O F C H I T A L D R U G S C H I S T B E L T , M Y S O R E 
S M . NAQVI 
National Geophysical Research Institute, Hyderabad. 
Abstract 
The nature of banded pyritiferous chert found in Chitaldrug Schist Belt, which was 
considered by previous workers as magnetite or haematite quartzite. is discussed. It is made 
up of rhythmic layers of cryptocrystalhne silica fchert) and pyrite where unoxidised, and chert 
and limonite-haematite where oxidised It is proposed that the chert is an morganically 
precipitated sediment The chemical sedimentation was initiated by subaqeous basaltic igneous 
flows The chert seems to be a member of a consanguineous association of geosynchnal facies 
(Graywacke suit) The chemical sedimentation seems to have taken place when relatively 
little clastic material was being supplied to the Dharwanan geosyncline The association of 
fine clastics. chemical precipitates and volcanics indicates the concurrent sedimentation and 
igneous activity, which is believed to be characteristic of eugeosynclines 
The pyrite and other sulphide minerals found in between the layers of chert and fractu-
res. joints and cracks in it, seem to be deposited by hydrothermal solutions The regional 
occurrence of pyrite cubes along schistosity indicates that the sulphide mineralization is, most 
probably, post-tectonic 
Introduction 
A part o f the Chitaldrug Schist Belt around Chitaldrug was mapped in 
detail T o the south of Chitaldrug, the hillocks form festoon-I ike arc or 
U-shaped structure The area consists o f basic volcanic flows, tuffs, agg lome-
rates, vanol i t ic traps, p i l low lavas, banded pyritiferous cherts, serecitic phyllites, 
clays, shales, cholontic schists, and conglomerates. T h e banded pyrit i ferous chert 
has been mapped by earlier authors as haematite quartzite or magnetite quartzite. 
Previous Work 
SAMPAT IYENGAR (1905) mapped the Chitaldrug district and a part 
o f that map is shown in Fig 1 He classified the Chitaldrug Schist Belt into the 
Javanhalh, the Chitaldrug and the Guaded Ranganahalli ( G R . ) formations. 
T h e banded pyriti ferous chert, discussed here, was described by SAMPAT 
IYENGAR a jaspery and brecciated haematite quartzite, forming a member o f 
the G R formation. RAMA RAO (1940) classified the Chitaldrug Schist Belt 
into Lower , Midd le and Upper Dharwars and considered the banded pyr i t i f e -
rous chert as a brecciated manganiferous and a "haema t i t i c " quartzite, a 
member o f Upper Dharwars, equivalent to G . R formation o f SAMPAT IYENGAR. 
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Pla te 1 Field photograph of the banded 
p y n t i f e r o u s chert showing a l t e r -
n a t e b a n d s of chert and I imonite 
haemat i t e The thickness of the 
individual chert )<>yers is about 
6" 
Plate 2 Field photograph of banded 
pyntiferous chert showing minor 
folding The thickness of indiv-
idual chert layers varies from 
a few m m t o s e v e i a l m m. 
Pla ie 3 Field photograph showing 
chert in terbsdded with shales and 
clays 
Plate 4 Fi Id photograph showing a l t e r -
na te layers of chert and l irnonite 
- h a e m a t i t e The upper por t ion 
of the photograph shows the 
brecciaied nature of the bed 
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Pla te 5: M i c r o c r j s t a D i n e aggregate 
of silica(chert) under higher 
m a g n i f i c a t i o n . 
P la te 6 The f r ac tu re s and cracks in 
che r t layers a re seen here 
filled with l imonite and 
haema t i t e Pho tograph u n -
der low power 
Plate 7: Cubes and tetrahedrons of 
pyrite in chert layers Section 
from a core sample of bore 
hole NO' 5C at Ingaldhal. 
(under magnification) 
Plate 8: Magne t i t e quar tz i t e unde r 
low power showing grains 
of q u a r t z . 
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T h e B a n d e d P y r i t i f e r o n s C h e r t 
The banded pyri t i ferous chert generally crops out at the tops o f the 
hil locks forming festoon- l ike arcs. The white or greyish coloured chert is 
f ound in rhythmically layered forms. The individual layers o f chert vary in 
thickness f rom one centimetre and less to four or five centimetres (PI . N o . 1, 2, 
3, 4, and 5). On the surface, these chert layers are found to alternate with 
layers consisting o f l imonite , haematite and o f ten magnetite. The chert is 
brittle and closely jo inted . The thickness o f banded pyrit i ferous chert varies f rom 
50 to 100 feet and it is embedded in grey, pink and brownish coloured clays and 
shales. The study o f the core samples f rom Ingaldhal copper lode reveals that the 
brown and greyish white banding clearly seen on exposures at the surface disap-
pears at depth. Instead, layers o f chert alternating with Jayers charged with pyritc 
and other sulphide minerals are encountered ( P I . N o . 7). This shows that due 
to surface action like oxidation and leaching, l imonite and haematite have formed. 
A t certain places the chert layers are found to pinch and swell ( P I . N o . 2). Chert 
is also seen interbedded with clay and red shales at many places ( P I . N o . 3). 
Brecciation is also common ( P I N o . 4). 
Under the microscope, the banded pyritiferous chert is seen to be 
colourless, and formed o f exceedingly fine-grained microcrystalline aggregate 
o f quartz ( P I . N o . 5). Under the highest magnification the individual grains 
o f the chert show fibrous wavy extinction. 
L imoni t i c and haematitic layers on the surface and pyritic layers be low 
the zone o f oxidation are not persistent. There are places where the l imonite 
layers are reduced to a thickness o f a f ew mill imetres or even a thin coating 
or film in between chert layers. The fractures and jo ints in the chert are 
generally filled by l imonit ic material ( P I . N o . 6) on the surface and mostly 
by pyrite and o f t e n by chalcopyrite be low the zone of oxidation. Cubes and 
tetrahedrons o f pyrite and altered pyrite are very common in the pyrite and 
l imonite layers ( P I . N o 7). Cubes of pyrite are also f ound along the schisto-
s i ty planes in the chloritic schist 
These banded pyritiferous cherts are quite dif ferent and should not be 
classed under the same category as the magnetite and haematite quartzites forming 
part o f the iron formation seen in other parts o f the State. Magnet i te quartzite 
appears to be fine grained metasediments consisting o f clastic quartz and chemi-
cally precipitated iron and manganese oxide ( P I . N o . 8). RAMA RAO (1940) has 
earlier recognised the dif ference between these two superficially resembling 
formations. He has noted that in parts o f Shimoga and Chitaldrug Schist Belts 
there are some bands o f a compact dark grey pyriti ferous rock—cither a chert or 
a dense silicified felsite associated with recognizable volcanic rocks, which after 
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decomposition and alteration, have given rise at the surface to an iron capping 
or gossan of irregularly banded haematite quartzite. He has further stated that 
this type o f quartzite is different f rom the typical banded haematite quartzite 
associated with the Dharwar schist. 
The Origin of Chert 
The problem o f the origin o f this banded pyrii i ferous chert is complex . 
There are two things which require explanation, ( i ) the deposition o f chert and' 
( i i ^ h e deposition o f pyrite and other sulphides. Various theories have been 
proposed to explain these features. Biochemical origin for the chert is supported' 
by many workers. On the ground that organisms are today forming pure si l iceous 
deposits, it is supposed that the ancient cherts might have had a similar o r i g in . 
Since chert nodules in limestones are considered as replacement deposits, some 
workers believe that bedded cherts are formed by an extension o f the process o f 
replacement to the whole rock. But majority of workers who have considered the 
origin o f chert, reject both the biochemical and metasomatic origin o f cherts 
and favour the direct precipitation o f silica in the form of silica gel. 
The banded pyritiferous cherts of Chitaldrug Schist Belt (Pre-Cambrian)-
do not contain remains o f Radiolaria, diatoms and siliceous sponge spicules as in 
some cherts of later periods. It is, therefore, difficult to believe that organisms 
were responsible for the formation o f these bedded cherts 
The aerial extent, the thickness, the texture and rhythmic layering o f this 
chert bed do not support the view that these deposits originated as a result o f 
metasomatic replacement o f carbonate rocks like limestone or some calcareous 
shales 
The banded pyritiferous chert is associated with a fine-grained pink, grey 
yel low and some times black coloured shale and clay, which have been described 
by SAMPAT IYENGAR as G . R . clays. A l l along the contact o f grey traps and born-
blendic schist pil low lavas are found. These pillows some time show a skin o f 
chert. In the light o f this association, rhythmic layering in the chert, their aerial 
extent and texture, etc., the present author considers this banded chert as a 
product o f direct precipitation o f silica gel in the Dharwarian geosyncline. The 
existence o f p i l l ow lavas and their cherty skin indicates the subaqueous igneous 
activity which supplied some part o f the silica and initiated its precipitation. 
The concentration o f silica was built up by the subaqueous igneous flows to 
the extent where inorganic precipitation started. The association with shales 
and clays shows that the chert was deposited when relatively little clastic 
material was being supplied to the Dharwarian geosyncline. The silica gel later 
on underwent dehydration and crystallization lesulting in micro-crystalline chert. 
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Some workers (CORRENS, 1950) consider acidity or alkalinity as a critical 
factor in the precipitation o f silica, while others (KRUMBINE and GARRELS, 
1952) consider silica precipitation to be largely independent o f alkalinity or 
acidity ( Ph ) or (Eh) , Oxidation Reduction Co-ef f ic ient. PETTUOHN (1956, p444 ) 
has discussed this problem in detail and has concluded that: 
"Perhaps chert is a polygenetic rock for which no single 
mode of origin exists. Some cherts, the nodular cherts in 
particular, are diagenetic segregations; others are silicon reinfor-
cements o f various rocks, or are, in other words, silicified 
diatomite, silicified tuff, or even silicified l imestone ; still other 
cherts may be inorganically precipitated silica. The origin o f a 
particular chert will have to be decided on the evidence at hand. " 
The evidence at hand, i.e., the association with basaltic pi l low lavas 
and their cherty skin, e t c , supports the views expressed by DAVIS (1918), 
TALIFERRO (1933) and others that volcanism supplied the silica and 
increased the concentration upto the point where inorganic precipitation started. 
The fine clay and sericitic shales and schists ( G . R . clays) associated with chert 
bed are most probably the fine clastics. The existence o f a para conglomerate 
(NAQVI, 1967) indicates the gensoyclinal environment of deposition. The 
rhythmically bedded chert, clays, para conglomerates and spillitic and pi l low 
lavas seem to be members o f one consanguineous association or facies. This 
consanguineous association is the characteristic o f Graywacke suit, i.e , geosyn-
clinal facies. On these grounds the author believes that the chert discussed 
here is a chemical sediment deposited under geosynclinal conditions The 
association o f fine clastics, chemical precipitates and volcanics indicates 
concurrent sedimentation and igneous activity, which is believed to be the 
characteristic of eugeosynclines ( K A Y , 1947). 
The Origin of Pyrite 
In between the chert layers, pyrite, where unoxidised and all combinations 
o f haematite and limonite where oxidised is f ound , Pyrite layers are found 
varying from a mere film to four or more centimetres in thickness. Sedimentary 
pyrite, rhythmically interbedded with chert and shales has been reported from 
Michigan (JAMES, 1951) and other places. Ft can be deposited in reducing 
and completely oxygen difficienl conditions (KRUMBINE and SLOSS, 1963) 
But the pyrite in pyritiferous chert bed-of Chitaldrug Schist Belt does not 
appear to be of sedimentary origin. Pyrite, where unoxidised and limonite 
haematite where oxidised is found along cracks, fractures and joints developed 
in the cherty layers (PI. N o : 6), pyrite cubes and tetrahedrons were fouud all 
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over the area. In chlontic schists pynte and hmonite cubes and tetrahedrons 
are found along the schistosity. These cubes found along the schistosity 
sometimes are associated with quartz veins which have intruded along the 
schistosity planes A t depths, in association with pynte, chalcopyrite, pyrrho-
tite, galena and other sulphide minerals are also found (RADHAKRISHNA, 
1967) Few samples f rom Ingaldhal copper lode were analysed over a 
spectrograph for their trace e lement contents at the Patna University. The 
spectrum obtained shows the presence o f gold, silver, antimony, bismuth, lead, 
z inc and arsenic. 
In the light o f this textural and mineralogical evidence and the 
association of other hydrothermal iulphide ores, the author believes that the 
pynte was not deposited as a chemically precipitated sediment It seems that 
It was deposited between the chert layers by hydrothermal solutions Th i s 
hydrothermal mineralisation is post-tectonic 
Conclusions 
It IS concluded that the bedded chert in Chitaldrug Schist Belt is a result 
o f inorganic chemical sedimentation initiated by igneous activity The rocks 
associated With chert indicate the geosynclinal sedimentation. The consangui-
neous association found here is believed to be characteristic o f graywacke 
suit. 
The pynte and other sulphide minerals found in between the chert layers 
seem to be deposited by hydrothermal solutions 
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